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The use of Artificial intelligence (AI) in index tracking has in recent years gained a lot of attention not 

only of researchers but also of the everyday person. The existing applications focus on sample replication, 

which refers to the purchase of a small number of assets to track a benchmark index. Implementing 

sample replication requires asset selection and asset weighting. This master thesis presents an analysis of 

an artificial intelligence based method in asset weighting and further comparing it to a classical method. 

The Ridge regression, representing AI, is applied to compute the weighting scheme of the tracking 

portfolio with budget and no-short selling constraints. The classical method is based on tracking error 

optimization model. The proposed models are empirically test on the real-world dataset, the FTSE 100 

stock index with data ranging from 2009 to 2014. The study is carried out on five different time periods to 

analyze how the models react with different market phases. The tests show that the Ridge regression 

model can produce the tracking portfolios, which have tracking qualities with higher values and lower 

variance, regardless to different market conditions. However, the classical model proved to be more 

powerful in terms of predicting the relative positions of the tracking portfolios.  
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Chapter 1.  

Introduction 

Index tracking is a well-known passive investment strategy for many investors who believe in the 

efficiency of financial markets. They are willing to invest in a portfolio that replicates the performance of 

a market index instead of beating the market. There are two main approaches for index tracking, full 

replication and sample replication (Strub & Baumann, 2018).  

The full replication implies purchasing of all the index constituents in proportion to their weights in the 

index. The portfolio can be a perfect match but have high transaction costs, taxes, and concerns associated 

with the assets’ liquidity. Therefore, the tracking portfolio is more appropriated if it involves a small 

number of assets (sample replication) due to lower transaction costs and effectiveness. In this way, the 

tracking error will improve on one hand, but on the other it is easier to adjust the portfolio weights when 

there are some changes in the market. To design a tracking portfolio, sample replication requires two 

steps: to select certain assets for the portfolio and to determine the investment weights. These steps can be 

solved separately or jointly. The choice of the method often depends on the available resources.  

In recent decades, data is the world’s most valuable resource instead of oil that results to the raise of 

artificial intelligence (AI) in not only research but also in practice (Economist, 2017). Machine learning, a 

field of artificial intelligence, has developed quickly with the use of algorithms to learn patterns in data in 

order to predict future events. The application of machine learning has become an important research area 

in financial analysis and most of the research related to index tracking focus on sample replication. The 

algorithms can be used to choose assets, compute weighting schemes and select portfolio as well. For 

instance, support vector machine (SVM) or an approach based on classification and regression tree 

(CART) are applied to determine which stocks are included in portfolio (Brennan, Parameswaran, 

Gadaut, & Luck, 1999; Seshadri, 2003; Huerta, Elkan, & Corbacho, 2012). Linear regression and deep 

neural networks are proposed to allocate capital among the chosen subset of assets (see Bamberg & 

Wagner (2000) and Ouyang, Zhang, & Yan (2018) respectively). Benidis, Feng, & Parloma (2018) 

suggested a new algotithm to solve the joint index tracking problem.  
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Linear regression with regularizaition is one common type of supervised learning algorithms where 

coefficient estimators are penalized or shrunk toward to zero. This is used to avoid overfitting of the data 

caused by high variance in training and test set so that it has found strong application in stock analysis. 

There are three types of regularization regression techniques, Lasso (Tibshirani, 1996), Ridge (Hoerl & 

Kennard, 1988) and Elastic net (Zou & Hastie, 2005). The index tracking problem can be simply 

interpreted as a regression problem of the financial data subject to some constrains (Benidis, Feng, & 

Parloma, 2018). This means that regularized regression is likely a suitable method to select the assets, 

compute weighting schemes or solve those problems jointly. Most studies put emphasis on approaches 

with regularization term, suggested by regularized regression, to jointly select and allocate assets. 

However, regularized regression promotes feature selection and then sparsity, which may result in a better 

capital allocation for the selected subset of assets, especially when the number of assets is large. 

Empirical results claim that Lasso regression is used when short selling is allowed but it is banned in 

many stock markets. Therefore, Ridge regression is able to solve the index tracking problem when no-

short selling constrain is imposed. This will be explained and demonstrated by the empirical results in this 

study.  

In this master thesis, the overall research question is whether the application of machine learning 

algorithms can produce a better result when tracking an index. This question will be answered from both 

the literature and the empirical perspective. Comparing the performance of models with and without 

application of machine learning algorithms is an effective way to achieve this goal. There are numerous 

learning algorithms, which may be used in this thesis but the regularized regression is chosen. The reason 

behind is that it is one of the most popular algorithms and simple to implement. This makes regularized 

regression very attractive for practical use, not only for professional but also non-professional investors. 

A ridge regression based model and a tracking error optimization model are proposed to determine the 

weighting schemes of tracking portfolio which replicates the FTSE 100 index, one of the world’s best 

known indices and one of the most popularly used benchmarks for stock market. In short, the following 

questions need to be answered in order to analyse this topic in depth: 

• Which machine learning algorithms have been applied in sample replication? Is it possible to 

implement investment strategies with the help of machine learning which can produce an 

approximate benchmark or tracking portfolio? 

• How to compute the weighting of portfolio, which replicates the FTSE 100 Index by using ridge 

regression model? 
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• Does regularization-based model produce better tracking quality compared to tracking error 

optimization model?   

The rest of the thesis is organized as follows: Chapter 2 provides an overview of index tracking and index 

tracking approaches, highlighting their advantages and disadvantages. Chapter 3 presents how to 

construct a tracking portfolio based on sample replication and its relationship with machine learning. 

Additionally, this chapter covers the description of the ridge regression model, which will be used for 

asset weighting. Chapter 4 describes the experimental set-up for the implementation of the empirical 

analysis. In Chapter 5, the empirical results for the FTSE index considering two different models will be 

presented and all critical information will be summarized in the last part.  
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Chapter 2 

Index–Based Investing  

Investment has a potential to create and increase wealth but only some people prefer taking the risks of 

investment. There exist two different investment strategies: to beat the market based on experiences and 

expertise, or to achieve returns as close as possible to the market. In recent years, the second strategy, 

known as passive investment strategy, has drawn a massive attention from both fund managers and 

researchers. Index-based investment is one of the passive strategies that can be an effective method for 

those investors not willing to take risks. There are various ways to implement index tracking. It is very 

important to have a good understanding of index tracking approaches in order to choose the right one. 

This section provides the basic information related to index tracking and index tracking approaches. The 

evaluation about different index tracking approaches is further described.  

2.1 Index tracking 

There are two main portfolio management strategies, including passive and active strategy. The active 

strategy is based on the assumption of market inefficiency. Through the expertise the investors can bring 

more value to investment by selecting high performing assets. In contrast, the passive strategy refers to 

strategy of buy-and-hold portfolio, which follows the theory of “the market cannot be beaten in the long 

run” (Benidis, Feng, & Parloma, 2018). Index tracking, also known as index-based investment, is the 

most common form of passive management strategy, which aims to minimize the difference between the 

returns of index and the returns of portfolio.  

Definition 2.1. Index tracking is a strategy to invest in a portfolio that replicates the performance of a 

specified index benchmark as closely as possible. (Mezali, 2013) 

It is impossible to trade a market index directly but to engage in an index can be achieved by investing in 

financial instruments, such as futures, options and Exchange Traded Funds (ETFs), or creating a tracking 

portfolio of assets (stocks or bonds). (Konstantinos, Yiyong, & Daniel, 2018) 
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Definition 2.2. Tracking portfolio is a portfolio of stocks or bonds with returns that replicate the returns 

of a financial index as close as possible. (Ruiz-Torrubiano & Suarez, 2009) 

 

Investors and fund managers are commonly more interested in index tracking than other strategies for 

several reasons. Firstly, most of the fund activities do not outperform the market in the long run (Barber 

& Odean, 2000). Secondly, the main goal of index investing is to replicate market index by constructing a 

highly diversified portfolio in which the effect of individual asset on overall performance likely decreases 

(Malkiel, 2007). Some studies have shown that the market index, or market average, provides the average 

return to all investors. This means some investors can gain excess returns for the market average at the 

cost of the others, so overall gains and losses would be equal to zero (Samuelson, 1974; Wagner, 2002; 

Malkeil, 1997; Siegel, 2008). Another reason supporting index tracking is the low transaction and 

research cost that attracts investors who want to obtain the average market return rather than an excess 

return over the market (Sharpe, 1966 and 1991). Beyond the direct gain from index investment, managers 

and investors use it for hedging purposes by taking the long or short position on the index (mostly the 

index based exchange traded funds) (Konstantinos, Yiyong, & Daniel, 2018). 

Investing in an index follows the capital asset pricing model (CAPM). CAPM was firstly developed by 

Harry Markowitz in 1959, usually called the “mean-variance model”, because this only focuses on 

optimized risk or expected returns subject to given expected return or risk. The model was then further 

developed by Sharpe (1964) and Lintner (1965) who suggested two more assumptions to the original 

model, “complete agreement” and “borrowing and lending at a risk-free rate”, and transformed it to the 

CAPM as it is known today. Under these assumptions, all investors likely have gotten the same portfolio 

(an equilibrium portfolio), a mean-variance-efficient portfolio with the same weights of risky assets. As a 

consequence, the broad market capitalization-weighted index can represent the market portfolio (Lintner, 

1965). 

However, there are a lot of critiques against the CAPM as well as investment in the broad market 

capitalization-weighted index. In 1968, Jensen introduced the alpha measure and developed an alternative 

of CAPM. Moreover, Fisher (1972) claimed that the last assumption of the CAPM was unrealistic so 

another version of CAPM without this assumption was supported. The basis of this version is that an 

investor can achieve a mean-variance efficient portfolio by conducting short sales of risky assets 

unrestrictedly. Another well-known critique by Roll et al. (1977) states that the usage of a market index as 

a proxy can lead to a benchmark error because it is difficult to observe market portfolio. Some empirical 

studies also show the failures of CAPM in application, such as Grinold (1992) and Fama and French 

(2004). Because of those critiques, there were some alternatives to achieve investment purposes. In 1986, 
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Chen, Roll and Ross introduced Arbitrage Pricing Theory (APT), to overcome the limitations of the 

CAPM. In addition, Fama and French (1996) present some important factors which affect the return on 

assets, such as the size of a company and its value. There is no doubt that those approaches have been 

used for portfolio selection in index tracking.  

2.2 Index tracking approaches 

As mentioned above, fund managers are more interested in index–based strategy than others, but they 

cannot trade the indices directly so some financial instruments need to be used. There are two different 

methods for replication: synthetic replication and physical replication. The former method involves the 

investment in derivative contracts while the latter is based on the assets.  

2.2.1 Synthetic replication 

Definition 2.3. Synthetic replication is a type of index replication that uses derivative products, such as 

options, futures and swaps, to engage in index tracking. (Karlow, 2012) 

The values of derivative products are linked to the value of index thus an index can be tracked through the 

derivative products. The first instrument widely used is futures contracts that give holders the obligation 

to buy an index at a particular price on a specified date in the future. To track the performance of an 

index, a futures contract on this index should be purchased at the price not much different from current 

index level. Futures have become a common way of an investing in index because of their high liquidity 

and low initial capital requirement (Konstantinos, Yiyong, & Daniel, 2018). However, futures contracts 

have expiration dates that requires to open a new positions when old positions end. This means that there 

likely exists a negative difference between the closing and the new opening prices leading to an 

improvement in the cost of tracking (Karlow, 2012). It is necessary to consider transactions cost when 

using futures to track an index. In addition, this only brings the price return but not dividends, which can 

be achieved by investing in assets (stocks or bonds) (Cano, Feldman, & Smith, 2009). Due to its 

popularity, there are many studies about futures prices and their relationship to the underlying index, such 

as from Bruce and Eisenberg (1992); Waring and Attwood (1998); Cano, Feldman and Smith (2009); 

Ronalds and Anderson (2006); and Hamid and Sandford (2007). 

In addition, buying call and selling put options on the index that needs to be replicated is another way. 

Unlike futures, the option holders have the right, not the obligation, to purchase an asset at a set price 

before or at a specified date in the future, known as the expiration date (Lien & Tse, 2001). There are two 
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main strategies to track the index: synthetic long index and the long combo. The former requires buying a 

call and selling out with the same strike prices, whereas the latter consists of the same actions but with 

different strike prices. The index return is equal to the call premium minus the put premium, transactions 

costs and rollover costs (Karlow, 2012). 

Another derivative product used to achieve the index return is swaps, an Over-The-Counter (OTC) 

instrument, but not as popular as other products. To implement a swap contract, it is very important to 

find a counterparty, which creates the high risk. Figure 1 shows how to invest in index by using swaps 

contract. The investor receives the index returns in exchange for the portfolio returns and fee from the 

counterparty.  

Figure 1. Index Swap (Karlow, 2012) 

Synthetic method can be used as long as the markets for these kinds of financial instruments are liquid 

enough or there is a counterparty for the options and swaps on the OTC markets. However, the cost of 

OTC contracts is sometimes very high (Hamid & Sandford, 2007). To achieve the index return by 

investing in derivative contracts, it is necessary to take into account the difference between premiums of 

put and call options, or the difference between future and spot prices of the index. The synthetic method is 

applicable if the maintenance costs, which contribute to the difference between the performance of the 

tracking portfolio and the index, are low. Maintenance costs consist of market impact costs, transactions 

costs, opportunity costs and management costs. The opportunity costs occur when there is a change in the 

price of asset. The market impact cost is related to the bid/ask spread and the liquidity of the assets and 

the transactions costs are custodial and commission. For this method, the maintenance costs come from 

the brokerage fees and commissions (Karlow, 2012). Moreover, synthetic replication uses derivative 

contracts thus it is not transparent but very flexible.  
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2.2.2 Physical replication 

Physical replication is based on creating a portfolio of assets whose value follows the value of a given 

index by full replication or sample replication. This method can track the value of an index closely for 

several reasons. Constructing a tracking portfolio is an alternative way of investing in an ETF, which is 

considered as an optimal method to track the index explicitly (Konstantinos, Yiyong, & Daniel, 2018). 

This is because when a fund designs a portfolio, the corresponding ETF presenting it will be issued. 

Furthermore, there are few market sectors or indices, which ETFs are related to. Hence, investors can use 

a tracking portfolio to track an index where an ETF does not exist. Finally, this method provides more 

flexibility to involve any necessary information in order to track the value of an index in the best way 

(Benidis, Feng, & Parloma, 2018; Benidis, Feng, & Parloma, 2018) 

Definition 2.4 Full replication is a type of physical replication which construct a tracking portfolio by 

purchasing the same appropriate quantities of all the assets in the index. (Jeurissen & van den Berg, 

2005) 

On paper this looks like the simplest way of building up a portfolio but there are several problems in 

practice with this approach. Firstly, full replication only can be applied to track the index with well-

known assets and their quantities. Its usage depends on legal regulations in finance industry, for example 

the limitation on the maximum weights of assets in the fund portfolio (Günther, 2002). The second 

drawback refers to the cost or the price of assets. In terms of set-up cost, full replication requires very 

high initial cost, especially when there are some illiquid assets in the index (Dorfleitner, 1999). What’s 

more, an index of thousands of stocks will lead to high transactions costs, opportunity costs and market 

impact costs since the portfolio consists of all assets (See Definition 2.4). If investors track a 

capitalization-weighted index, this involves frequent rebalancing which would impose high transaction 

(Schioldager, 2004). The market impact cost refers to bid/ask spread and the liquidity of the assets, which 

results to more risks for investors due to some illiquid stocks. Besides, for full replication the investors 

can know all assets in portfolio so this is the most transparent approach. However, the portfolio structure 

is inflexible when applying full replication, because it precisely follows the benchmark.  

Sample replication method is considered as a suitable way to tackle the problems of full replication 

method.  

Definition 2.5. Sample replication is a type of physical replication which requires investment in a small 

amount of assets. (Jeurissen & van den Berg, 2005) 
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For sample replication, Karlow (2012) claims that there are two steps needed to be done: to select the 

assets and to find the weighting scheme. The tracking portfolio can be a subset of the benchmark, not a 

subset of benchmark or have some constituents of the benchmark (See Figure 2). The structure of sample 

replication follows the structure of the index and significantly affects the component of portfolio. Sample 

replication can possibly be applied to any type of index and not limited by legal regulation in finance 

industry. It is totally opposite to full replication, making this more popular and flexible than full 

replication. Based on definition 2.5, a tracking portfolio in this case contains only a small amount of 

assets that helps to avoid illiquid stocks. Thus, sample replication requires smaller amount of capital and 

maintenance costs than full replication but still higher than synthetic replication.  

Figure 2. Structure of the investment universe. P is the tracking portfolio and I is a set of index 

constituents. (a) the portfolio P is a subset of the index I. (b) the tracking portfolio P and the index I are 

not joint subsets. (c) the portfolio P contains some constituents of the index I.  

Despite to the numerous strengths, sample replication creates a deviation between the return of index and 

returns of portfolio. Additionally, this produces the highest level in structural tracking error which implies 

the asynchronicity in the movements of the tracking portfolio and the index (Budinsky, 2002). The reason 

is that the tracking portfolio contains only a small amount of the index constituents. In contrast, for full 

replication the structural tracking error is quite small as its sources are the changes in index structure, 

dividend reinvestment and amount of holdings in index. The structural tracking error for synthetic 

replication is caused by the expiration dates of the derivative products and rollover costs but the error can 

be limited by using swaps (Hamid & Sandford, 2007).  

2.3 Summary 

Index tracking involves infrequent trading that reduces transactions costs in comparison to an active 

investment strategy. This makes index investing popular and attractive as a long-term perspective for 
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many investors. There are various index tracking approaches and each method has its own strengths and 

weaknesses. 

The full physical replication approach involves direct investment in all index constituents, resulting in 

very high maintenance costs and inflexibility. Hence sample replication or synthetic method is preferable 

due to lower maintenance cost. However, full replication has relatively low tracking error and the most 

transparency. On the other hand, synthetic replication is not transparent due to counterparty risk but it is 

the most flexible method. Sample replication is right in between, having both flexibility and transparency 

even though it creates the difference in performance between portfolio and index. That is why index 

replication with sample is a good alternative to construct a tracking portfolio. (Mezali, 2013) 
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Chapter 3 

Sample Replication using Machine Learning 

Sample replication is very attractive investment strategy, because it likely reduces transaction and 

management costs. The choice of approach to implement sample replication is crucial and depends on the 

available resources. The more aggressive model may lead to more variation between the tracking 

portfolio and the index. There are two approaches for sample replication: two-steps (asset selection and 

asset weighting) and a joint approach. Hence, the choice of machine learning algorithms is based on 

whether they solve those problems separately or jointly.  

This part starts with the foundation of the sample replication methods for index tracking. More 

specifically, how to design a tracking portfolio is described, which quantity should be used to track, and 

which measures of tracking performance should be used for tracking quality evaluation and optimization 

problem. The reviews found in literature about the application of machine learning algorithms in sample 

replication are then presented. Finally, the regularized regression model is described and how it helps to 

formulate the index tracking problems.  

3.1 Sample replication   

3.1.1 Problem Formulation 

Sample replication requires two steps in order to construct a tracking portfolio: define which assets will 

be in the portfolio (i.e. asset selection) and their proportions (i.e. asset weighting). Those tasks can be 

done separately but there is a joint approach that unifies these two steps.  

The joint approach aims to find the solution for portfolio selection (sparse portfolio) problem, which can 

be formulated as a mathematical optimization model. There are numerous approaches and there is no 

uniquely defined model. The models used for index tracking problem can be one-period or multi-period. 

The multi-period requires finding the solution for each period sequentially and it takes rebalancing 

strategies and transaction costs into account. The most popular approach commonly used is to add a 
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regularization term (Lp norm term with p = 0, 1, 2) to the optimization problem or constrains (Yang, 

Zheng, & Hospedales, 2018). The l0 norm has been applied in combination with heuristic search or 

genetic algorithms (Ni & Yang, 2013), Tabu search and simulated annealing of transformation (Chang et 

al., 2000; Wang et al., 2012). As a l0 norm is hard to be implemented, a convex approximation to replace 

it is l1 norm, i.e. the Lasso technique. This has been used in many portfolio optimization problems, for 

example it is added to Markowitz mean-variance framework (Brodie, Daubechies, De Mol, Loris & 

Giannone, 2009), combined with the l2 norm (Ridge term) in the regression problem for sparse portfolio 

(Yen & Yen, 2014). There exist various academic literature supporting the joint approach but it involves 

computational complexity and complicated problem formulation (Karlow, 2012).  

On the other hand, the two-step approach divides the index-tracking problem into two steps, including 

asset selection (selecting a subset of the assets) and capital allocation (determining the weights of selected 

assets in the portfolio).  

3.1.1.1 Asset Selection 

The asset selection follows two principles of Aivazian and Mhitanrian (1998). The first principle is 

related to duplicate information of two assets, which leads to take one of them from the tracking portfolio. 

The second one refers to weak informational content that also results to remove the asset. According to 

those principles, there appear three ways to select the assets.  

The first way focuses on defined selection criteria. Those criteria can be market capitalization, dividends, 

trade volume, correlation between the returns of index and assets, or simply selected random. The 

simplest way for the selection is to choose assets with the highest market capitalization for tracking the 

capitalization-weighted indices, and those with the highest price in case of price-weighted indices. This 

method has received many supports from empirical studies because it is clear that the assets with higher 

weights affect the index more than others (Larsen Jr & Resnick, 1998). In addition, random selection is an 

alternative selection method, which is used to test the weighting methods. This is because random 

selection can naturalize the asset selection effect (Alexander & Dimitriu, 2003). The complicated 

selection criteria also can be implemented and combines with machine learning algorithms as decision 

tree to select the assets (Karlow, 2012). 

The second way is based on the coverage of index structure aiming to mimic the index’s structure. Based 

on some criteria, the index universe is divided in to groups and then each representative asset from each 

group in index will be chosen for tracking portfolio. The quantitative methods are likely used to 
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determine the asset groups, such as self-organizing maps, expectation-maximization clustering or 

hierarchical clustering. Beyond that, factor analysis is also a popular way to select assets for a tracking 

portfolio which is based on the idea of choosing assets to match the factor structure of index. The factor 

structure of the index is determined by applying principal component analysis (PCA) found in studies by 

Corielli & Marcellino (2006) and Alexander & Dimitriu (2003) 

Another way to choose assets for a tracking portfolio is to formulate and find solutions for index 

tracking’s optimization problems. This involves the choice of the index tracking problem and 

optimization of tracking quality (tracking error) which seems to be appropriate. All possible combinations 

of assets are selected for differently specific sizes of the portfolio and then the tracking error will be 

computed. The combination of assets with the lowest tracking error will be used to construct the tracking 

portfolio. There are some constraints that need to be added, including the sector constraint or the portfolio 

concentration constraint in order to increase the diversification level in the tracking portfolio (Karlow, 

2012). 

3.1.1.2 Asset Weighting 

Heuristic weighting, which is based on the structure of the index (price-weighted and capitalization-

weighted index), can be applied when the index’s structure is known. If the index is capitalization-

weighted, the weights of the assets are calculated by their capitalization. The weighting schemes can also 

be price weighting, equal weighting or fundamental weighting. Even though it is easy and simple to 

apply, heuristic weighting brings a proportional increase in the weights of assets in the tracking portfolio 

to compensate the use of a smaller number of assets. The reason behind this is that the correlation of 

assets in the index is ignored.  

Optimized weighting is an approach when an optimization problem is used to determine the weights 

(Karlow, 2012). This optimization procedure firstly requires the choice of the optimization problem, 

which is often tracking quality measures. The measures of tracking quality refer to tracking error that is 

calculated as the difference between index and tracking portfolio. There are some common tracking 

quality measurements: normally returns-based ones, such as mean squared error (MSE), tracking error 

variance (TEV), mean absolute deviation (MAD), mean absolute downside deviation (MADD) and 

others.  

Furthermore, weighting scheme can be interpreted as regression estimators in a typical regression model. 

Some estimators are considered as special forms of tracking quality measures, for example the ordinary 
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least squares estimator (OLS) (equals to MSE), the least absolute value (LAV) estimator (equals to 

MAD), other measures including the Huber and Tukey M-estimator as well as conditional value-at-risk 

measure (Karlow, 2012) 

The type of historical data to be used is necessary to be taken into account. The frequency and the length 

of data likely propose the significant impacts on tracking portfolios. Based on empirical tests, there is no 

specific or optimal frequency level and length of data that should be used. But most of them claim that the 

lower the frequency and the longer the length of the estimation period are, the better the result will be. 

Therefore, the daily data that are used to conduct the tracking portfolio mostly in research and studies 

(Karlow, 2012). 

Transactions costs and other constraints also need to be considered when formulating tracking problem. 

The information related to the current portfolio needs to be updated frequently in order to decrease the 

transactions costs. This means that it is necessary to review tracking portfolio from time to time to reduce 

the deviation from index and make sure all new market information are updated. In addition, there are 

some other constraints which can be involved into the optimization procedure. The examples are, sector 

constraints, short-selling constraints which limit unstable portfolios through long positions, and 

concentration constraints which reduce the size of the portfolio and then improve the diversification level 

(Benidis, Feng, & Parloma, 2018). 

3.1.2 Tracking Quantity 

Before constructing portfolio, it is crucial to select the tracking quantity which is defined as the quantity 

of the index we wish to track (Konstantinos, Yiyong, & Daniel, 2018). There are a variety of tracking 

quantities, including the returns, log-returns, prices or log prices. Most studies focus on the return of the 

index which is the quantity of interest, but some studies emphasize the tracking of log-prices (Benidis, 

Feng, & Parloma, 2018).  

Consider a market index I with n components where 𝑉!,! denotes the price of the index during a trading 

period 𝑡 ∈ 1,… ,𝑇 . Each stock i ∈ 1,… , 𝑛  has a spot price 𝑆!,!  at time 𝑡. The return of the index 

𝑅!,! and the returns of each stock 𝑟!,! at time t are formulated  

 𝑅!,! =  
𝑉!,! −  𝑉!,!!!

𝑉!,!!!
 (3.1) 
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 𝑟!,! =  
𝑆!,! −  𝑆!,!!!

𝑆!,!!!
 (3.2) 

The return of the tracking portfolio P at the time t is a weighted sum of N asset returns, and calculated as 

follows 

 
𝑅!,! =  𝑤!,! 𝑟!,!

!

!!!

 (3.3) 

where  𝑅!,! is the return of tracking portfolio at time t and 𝑤!,! is the weight of asset 𝑖 at the time t. The 

sum of the weights in the tracking portfolio equals to one: 

 
𝑤! = 1

!

!!!

 (3.4) 

The log returns are computed as 

 𝑅!,! = 𝑙𝑛 
𝑉!,!
𝑉!,!!!

 (3.5) 

 𝑟!,! =  𝑙𝑛
𝑆!,!
𝑆!,!!!

 (3.6) 

 𝑅!,! =  𝑙𝑛
𝑉!,!
𝑉!,!!!

 (3.7) 

When investors want to track the price, it is simply to track the value of the index. This means that we 

aim to construct a portfolio that approximates the price of the index as close as possible. The value of 

portfolio 𝑉!,! at time t is the weighted sum of assets prices, i.e., 

 
𝑉!,! =  𝑤!,! 𝑆!,!

!

!!!

 (3.8) 

The log prices are calculated as  

 𝑉!,! = 𝑙𝑛 𝑉!,! (3.9) 

 𝑆!,! =  𝑙𝑛 𝑆!,! (3.10) 

 𝑉!,! =  𝑙𝑛 𝑉!,! (3.11) 
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3.1.3 Measures of Tracking Quality 

A tracking portfolio cannot replicate the index perfectly so it is necessary to measure how good the 

tracking error is. In addition the performance measure likely helps to conduct and compare different 

portfolios. Hence, the optimal algorithms would be found in order to build up tracking portfolio when 

using optimization method. Basically, measure of tracking quality or performance refers to tracking error. 

Definition 3.1. Tracking error measures the deviation between the returns of tracking portfolio and the 

returns of the index (Jeurissen & van den Berg, 2005): 

 
𝑇𝐸! =  𝑅!,! −  𝑅!,! =  𝑅!,! −  𝑤!𝑟!,!

!

!!!

 (3.12) 

Most measures of tracking quality are based on TE. There are the group of quadratic measures, such as 

mean squared error (MSE) and tracking error variance (TEV); and the group of linear measures, including 

mean absolute deviation (MAD), mean absolute downside deviation (MADD), maximal absolute 

deviation (MAXD) and maximal absolute downside deviation (MAXDD) (Karlow, 2012). 

MAD indicates the average of the absolute deviations between returns of the index and the returns of 

portfolio during a given time period: 

 
𝑀𝐴𝐷 =  

1
𝑇

𝑅!,! −  𝑅!,! =  
1
𝑇

 
!

!!!

𝑇𝐸!

!

!!!

 (3.13) 

Another measure is MSE which is the mean of the squared differences between the returns during a given 

time period: 

 
𝑀𝑆𝐸 =  

1
𝑇

(𝑅!,! −  𝑅!,!)! =  
1
𝑇

 
!

!!!

(𝑇𝐸!)!
!

!!!

 (3.14) 

where there are t = 1, …, T time periods. Sometimes, when MSE is used the root mean square error 

(RMSE) is also used: 
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𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸 = 𝑀𝑆𝐸 =  
1
𝑇

(𝑇𝐸!)!
!

!!!

 (3.15) 

MSE is one of very popular traditional measures of tracking quality, which does not pay attention to 

negative serial autocorrelation in the TE. Which means that more frequent data, such as daily data, lead to 

larger TE than the weekly or monthly data. Moreover, the negative serial autocorrelation in the TE 

indicates the empirical results of serial autocorrelation of the assets returns (Pope & Yadav, 1994).  

In addition, one of the most popular tracking quality measures is TEV (the tracking error variance), 

known as a variant of MSE (Bruce & Eisenberg, 1992): 

 
𝑇𝐸𝑉 = 𝑣𝑎𝑟 𝑇𝐸 =

1
𝑇

(𝑅!,! −  𝑅!,! − (𝑅! − 𝑅!))!  
!

!!!

 (3.16) 

where 𝑅! is the mean of the returns of the index, 𝑅! is the mean of the returns of tracking portfolio. 

3.2 Machine Learning in Index Tracking  

3.2.1 Machine Learning Introduction 

Machine learning is a branch of artificial intelligence that learns patterns in historical data in order to 

predict future developments. Machine learning refers to the use of machine or computer to study and 

understand data or simply known as learning from data (Freidman, Hastie, & Tibshirani, 2001). The basis 

of machine learning is related to human behaviour implying that humans have a tendency to automatically 

develop the way of solving a problem. Obviously, humans has the ability learn from mistakes, try to 

correct them and find new methods to solve them in the better way. This idea has been transformed into 

the new field of machine learning in which the computer is able to learn from experiences and then 

improve its performance. Arthur Samuel introduced the first widely known artificial intelligence 

algorithm, a self-learning program in 1952 (McCarthy & Feigenbaum, 1990). In 1959 he introduced the 

term “machine learning” and one successful pattern recognition program was known in 1967.  

Machine learning is well known in data mining, text and language learning fields as well as the adaptive 

software system. Based on their underlying learning strategies, machine learning can be divided into 3 

categories: unsupervised learning, reinforcement learning and supervised learning.  
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Figure 3. Machine learning problems 

Unsupervised learning: refers to “learning without a teacher”, tending to find the hidden structures in 

unclassified data. It doesn’t have the labelled outputs so there are no given right answers to learn from. 

The learners have to find out the patterns of data in order to classify data set without knowing the correct 

answers beforehand. Unsupervised learning is very common and effectively used in dimensionality 

reduction and exploratory analysis (Freidman, Hastie, & Tibshirani, 2001). Some typical examples are 

cluster analysis (i.e. self organizing map, k-means clustering) and association rule learning.  

Reinforcement learning: is similar to unsupervised learning where learners gain information and skills 

by performing actions and seeing the results (Kaelbling, Littman, & Moore, 1996). In addition, there 

appear reinforcement signal during the process of learning, known as feedback or rewards for performing 

actions. After each time of trial, the learner can corporate the feedback in the next trail in order to get 

better results. Reinforcement learning follows the idea of the reward hypothesis through which learners 

are able to achieve better prediction (van Otterlo & Wiering, 2012). 

Supervised learning: is the most common part of machine learning. Opposite to unsupervised learning, 

the right results will be achieved and can be learnt from them (See Figure 3). The dataset needs to be 

divided into training and test set. The pattern in the data is learned from the training set with the help of 

the learning algorithm and then used to predict outcomes of new samples from the test set. Supervised 

learning consists of classification, which maps class labels to the given data points, or regression, which 
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estimates a relationship between input and output. The most widely used learning algorithms are decision 

tree, linear regression, logistic regression, k-nearest neighbour, support vector machines, Neural Networks 

and naive Bayes. The way to conduct supervised learning model is shown in Figure 4. A training set of 

features with labelled data is imported into the learning algorithm which then produces a function h 

(usually referred to as the hypothesis). The function maps any input feature x to a prediction y, and then 

defines their relationship.  

Figure 4. Supervised learning model (Adapted from Ng, 2015) 

3.2.2 Literature review  

Sample replication is a very popular investment strategy among investors and fund managers. This 

requires dealing with two problems: to select the assets and to allocate the capital among them. These 

problems can be solved separately or jointly, so the studies about application of machine learning in 

sample replication can be classified according to them.  

The two-step approach 

It is very important to determine a good subset of assets for tracking portfolio. Probably the very first 

study which focuses on applying of machine learning in stock selection were some press releases for 

professional investors, including Brennan et al. (1999), Seshadri, (2003) and Sorensen et al. (2000). 

Those papers indicated that the application of the decision tree in the US Stock market resulted in better 

method performance of index tracking. Sorensen, Miller & Ooi (2000) introduced a new approach based 

on classification and regression trees (CART) to classify outperforming and underperforming stocks. In 

their paper, they compared the traditional methods of stock selection to alternative approaches and studies 

on the stocks data from 1996 to 1999. The applications of neural networks in a multi-factor stock 
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selection model have been reviewed in several studies, such as Eakins & Stansell (2003), Olson & 

Mossman (2003), Cao et al. (2005), Quah (2008), and Atsalakisa & Valavanis (2009) 

Support Vector Machines (SVMs) have received many supports from researchers but mostly applied in 

index prediction (Huerta, Elkan, & Corbacho, 2012). Several studies use SVMs to determine “good” or 

“bad” stocks, “low return” or “high return” stocks. Huerta et al. (2012) investigated several labelling 

methods based on the SVM to classify over- and underperforming stocks in the US markets. The stock 

selection model within PCA by Yu et al. (2014) also used SVM classification to identify efficient future 

and low-dimensional information. They used the A-share of the Shanghai Stock Exchange for empirical 

testing, which shows stocks selected by PCA-SVM model are significantly outperforming stocks of the 

A-share of the Shanghai Stock Exchange. In addition to existing algorithms, several machine learning 

models for stock selection were developed. For example, Wang et al. (2014) introduced algorithms with 

ensemble learning to select stocks and construct a tracking portfolio. They claim that their own model 

runs during the shorter computing time than models based on Random Forest and SVMs.  

After selecting the assets for the tracking portfolio, the capital needs to be allocated effectively among 

them. This problem is often solved by the optimization algorithm, which can be interpreted as a 

regression model. Hence several regression estimators (suggested by regression approaches) were tested 

by Bamberg & Wagner (2000) in order to compute the optimal weights, for example the ordinary least 

squares estimator, the least absolute value estimator and the Huber and Turkey M-estimators. Karlow 

(2012) has presented models based on SVMs to find the weighting scheme. There are two SVMs based 

models, one is combined with the minmax approach and the other uses the v – SVR (Support Vector 

Regression) framework. The author compared them with tracking error optimization model, which 

minimizes the tracking quality measures (MAD, MSE and TEV). The empirical tests on the S&P 1500 

showed that the tracking errors during the estimation period and the investment period reduced while 

using SVR based model. This model also provides more stable tracking quality than traditional models. 

The other study in this area is the discussion related to deep neural networks by Ouyang et al. (2019). The 

deep autoencoder and neural networks were used for measuring the tracking quality and determining the 

weights of the assets in portfolios. For empirical testing, they used historical data of the Hang Seng Index 

(HIS) to evaluate the effectiveness of the index tracking method for practical use. They showed that these 

algorithms result to lower tracking error so the index can be tracked more effectively.  

The joint approach 
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The joint approach involves solving the optimization problem for portfolio selection or sparse portfolios. 

Focardi and Faboozzi (2004) used the hierarchical methodology for time-series clustering to deal with this 

problem. They computed Euclidean distance between stock prices and used as the similarity 

measurement. Two problems discussed in this study include “the problems of (1) defining suitable 

performance objectives and tracking error that scale properly over the entire management period” and (2) 

potential investment strategy replacing the full replication method. They argued that the cluster approach 

based on heuristics and optimization techniques is likely an optimal way to reduce the noisy results when 

all the covariances between assets in index need to be estimated. One new optimization algorithms was 

introduced by Benidis et al. (2018) to sparse a portfolio which replicates index. They used join-approach 

to formulate an optimization problem and then solved the problem by majorization-minimization 

approach. The drawbacks of mixed-integer programming were discussed, coped with some practical 

issues (transactions costs, weights rebalancing and changes in index composition). The historical data of 

the S&P500 and the Russell 2000 were used in empirical tests which indicated that the alternative 

algorithms would have a minimal time to run and not have limitation in choose of tracking measures and 

constraints. That’s why, they argued that this is very useful and practical.  

Several studies focus on the application of regularized regression for sample replication, using the joint 

approach. The l0 norm term (suggested by the l0 regularized regression) has been added to the tracking 

error objective or the constraints while solving the joint index–tracking problem (can be found in Ni & 

Yang, 2013; Chang, Meade, Beasley, & Sharaiha, 2000; Wang et al., 2012). However, the l0 norm 

produces the unstable results as the solutions in different runs can be totally different, leading to hard 

implementation in practice. Brodie et al. (2009) has repleced the l0 norm with the l1 norm (borrowed from 

the Lasso regression) in the optimization problem based on the classical Markowitz mean-variance 

framework. This approach could create a sparse and stable portfolio, which replicates the index. The 

combination of the l1 norm and the l2 norm (suggested by the Ridge regularization) was proposed by Yen 

and Yen (2014) in order to solve the regression problem for sprase solution. But empirical results only 

support the use of the Lasso based approaches when the short-selling is allowed. In fact, the short-selling 

is banned in many countries and Xu et al. (2015) developed l1/2 regularization based approach to apply in 

this case. This model was tested on eight data sets and produced the portfolio with the higher sparsity, 

lower out-of-sample prediction error, and higher consistency of in-sample and out-of-sample 

performance. Additionally, other approach based on the lp norm (where 0 < p <1) is imposed into 

constraints. This does have advantage of no conflict with the short selling and the sum-to-one constraints. 

However, this norm is non-convex and non-smooth so it is very hard to solve the optimization problems 

(Fastrich, Paterlini, & Winker, 2014).  
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In short, application of machine learning in sample replication produces the tracking portfolio with more 

effective performance and lower prediction error. The choice of machine learning algorithms depends on 

the way the sample replication is implemented, the two-step approach or the joint approach. Sparse 

portfolio (joint approach) is a large area in index tracking literature but it is hard to choose a suitable 

algorithm to solve the optimization model for sparse portfolio. That is why the two – step approach is 

more attractive for both small and big investors in practice. Existing applications focus mainly on asset 

selection while few studies are carried in asset weighting. Therefore, the asset weighting still has many 

space to research and develop. In addition, regression one of the most machine learning algorithms, is 

applied for asset weighting in the two-step approach and the joint approach. Literatures in the joint 

approach focus mainly on the application of regularized regression (See Table 1). 

Studies Regression model Application area 

Bamberg & Wagner, 

(2000) 

Linear regression Asset weighting 

Karlow, (2012) Support Vector regression Asset weighting 

Ni & Yang, (2013) The l0 regularized regression Portfolio selection (the joint 

approach) 

Chang, Meade, Beasley, 

& Sharaiha, (2000) 

The l0 regularized regression Portfolio selection 

Wang et al., (2012) The l0 regularized regression Portfolio selection 

Brodie et al., (2009) The Lasso regression Portfolio selection 

Yen  & Yen, (2014) The Lasso and the Ridge regression Portfolio selection 

Xu et al., (2015) The l1/2 regularization based approach Portfolio selection 

Fastrich, Paterlini, & 

Winker, (2014).  

The lp regularization based approach Portfolio selection 

Table 1. Comparison of literature about the application of regression for sample replication. 
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3.3 Regularized Linear Regression  

3.3.1 Model Formulation 

Regularized linear regression is a form of linear regression model (a supervised learning algorithm) that 

regularizes or shrinks the coefficient estimates towards to zero. The regularization model is well known to 

deal with the over-fitting problem (Kuhn & Johnson, 2018). 

The simple linear regression model represents the relationship between a dependent variable Y and one 

and more independent (explanatory) variables 𝑋!,𝑋!,…… ,𝑋!, plus a random noise (Ng, 2015). 

 𝑌 = 𝛽! + 𝛽!𝑋! + 𝛽!𝑋! +⋯+ 𝛽!𝑋! + 𝜀 (3.17) 

where 𝛽!,𝛽!,𝛽!,… ,𝛽! are the regression parameters and 𝜀 is the error term. 

Linear regression models are extremely popular compared to more complicated statistical models, since 

the data can be fitted easily and they provide simpler model with good predictive performance for many 

practical situation. When explaining the complex behaviours, linear regression tends to be less 

complicated in terms of interpretability and computation than other models (non-linear models). Least 

squares estimation is widely used to estimate regression coefficients. This involves minimizing the loss 

function, known as the Residual Sum of Squares (RSS) (Ng, 2015): 

 
𝑅𝑆𝑆 = (𝑌! − 𝛽!𝑋!")!

!

!!!

!

!!!

 (3.18) 

The coefficients will be estimated based on the training data set and their variance is likely smallest 

among all linear unbiased estimates under certain assumption (according to Gauss – Markow theorem) 

(Springer-Verlag, 2008). However, if the number of independent variables is large and there is noise in 

the training data, some of the assumptions are violated (Ng, 2015). This means the estimated coefficients 

will not generalize well to the future data. The regularized (penalized) regression may be a perfect match 

as this constrains the estimates towards zero. There are three types of regularization regression models: 

Lasso, Ridge and Elastic Net. 
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Ridge Regression 

The Ridge regression model was developed by Hoerl and Kennard (1988) to solve the problems of the 

standard least squares estimator. In literature, it is used mainly to overcome the multicollinearity problem 

which causes more variation in future results. The fact is that there may exist high correlations between 

the regression variables in the model, so that any individual regression coefficient of the regression 

variable is strongly affected by both other predictor variables included into the model and ones left out. In 

this situation, any small change in the model can cause a huge change in the coefficient estimates and 

make the model unrealistic.  

For Ridge regression, the RSS in simple regression model is modified by adding a positive constraint 

(penalty) to reduce the variance of model and shrink the regression coefficients. The loss function of 

Ridge regression will become 

 
𝑅𝑆𝑆!"#$% 𝛽 = (𝑌! − 𝛽!𝑋!")!

!

!!!

!

!!!

+ 𝜆 𝛽!
! = 𝑅𝑆𝑆 + 𝜆 𝛽!

!
!

!!!

!

!!!

 (3.19) 

In equation (3.19), 𝜆 is a parameter that controls the amount of shrinkage. The larger the value of 𝜆 is, the 

greater the amount of shrinkage is imposed on the regression parameters. And 𝜆 𝛽!
!!

!!!  refers to 

regularization term or L2 penalty, helping to keep the coefficients small. As a result, the Ridge regression 

tends to choose the linear model with the smallest over all sums of squared weights. It can be said that 

Ridge regression tries to fit the training data well by using OLS but keep the parameters small by penalty 

term. The small parameters help model generalize the data and over-fitting won’t occur. The Ridge 

coefficients are found by minimizing the Ridge loss function (equation 3.19). Another equivalent way to 

formulate the Ridge regression is by developing the size constraint, where the sum of squares of 

coefficients is smaller than or equal to t2: 

 Minimize                (𝑌! − 𝛽!𝑋!")!
!
!!!

!
!!!  

 

Subject to:               𝛽 !
! ≤ 𝑡! 

(3.20) 

where 𝛽 ! = ( 𝛽!
!)!

!!!
!/!

 is the Euclidean norm of the vector of coefficients and t is the upper bound 

of the sum of coefficients. There exists a constant t for each value of hyperparameter 𝜆 and they have a 

converse relationship.  

𝛃 
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The parameter 𝜆 needs to be pre-selected and the most common method is cross - validation. This defines 

the regularization strength, so if the value is too large the estimators can be close to 0, causing an 

underfitting. The Figure 5 explains more detail about how 𝜆 affects the value of coefficient estimates: for 

example the regression model with two coefficients. Equation (3.19) is presented graphically in Figure 5. 

The residual sum of squares (RSS) is defined via the red ellipse: the inside ellipse has smaller value of 

RSS, and RSS is minimized at ordinal least square estimates (𝛽). The green area corresponds to the 

regularization term or L2 constraint since it displays the Euclidean distance. The Ridge coefficients are 

found by minimizing the ellipse size and green circle simultaneously. The optimal combination of 𝛽 (the 

Ridge estimate) occurs when the ellipse meets the L2 constraint area at a common point. This point likely 

gives a minimum value for the Ridge loss function.  

When the penalty is larger (𝜆 becomes larger or t is getting smaller), the blue contour plot is narrower and 

the common point is closer to zero. Vice-versa the penalty becomes smaller which means that the blue 

contour expands and the common point is closer to the centre of the red ellipse. As we can see in Figure 

6., the constraint area is a disk so the coefficients cannot reach zero. The values of coefficients are kept 

small so that the variance can be controlled. In short, the Ridge regression has some advantages: avoiding 

large value of 𝛽, reducing their variation, obtaining higher predictive performance, and imposing a good 

approach for minimization problem as it penalizes the value of 𝛽. (Boyd & Vandenberghe, 2004) 

 

Figure 5. Estimation graph for the Ridge regression. The solid green area indicates the regularization 

term region while the red ellispe shows the contour of the RSS function. The point 𝛽 represents the 

ordinal (unconstrained) least-squares estimate (OLS). (Hastie, Tibshirani, & Friedman, 2009) 
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Lasso regression  

Even though Ridge regession can achieve more stable results and increase predicitive performace 

compared to OLS regression, it doesn’t solve some other problems: interpretability of the coefficients, 

parsimony of the model (simple model with great explanatory predictive power) as well as feature 

selection (Boyd & Vandenberghe, 2004). The size of coeffecient values in Ridge regression are controlled 

but they are all non-zero, thus the L2 norm doesn’t encourage sparsity or feature selection (Hastie, 

Tibshirani, & Friedman, 2009). 

The Lasso regeression model introduced by Robert Tibshirani in 1996 can address them by replacing L2 

norm with an L1 norm. It is considered as a powerful method for the purposes of regularization and 

feature selection. Besides, the model is easier to interpret and often perform better than Ridge regression 

(Trevor, Robert, & JH, 2009). The loss function of the Lasso regularization model based on OLS is 

formulated as following 

 
𝑅𝑆𝑆!"##$ 𝛽 = (𝑌! − 𝛽!𝑋!")!

!

!!!

!

!!!

+ 𝜆 𝛽! = 𝑅𝑆𝑆 + 𝜆 𝛽!

!

!!!

!

!!!

 (3.21) 

Similar to Ridge, Lasso regression model put the regularization term into RSS but it is the sum of the 

absolute values of the model parameters. The parameter 𝜆, controlling the strength of the penalty, also 

need to be selected. Equation (3.21) is interpreted in Lagrangain form and the coefficients are computed 

by minimizing this equation (loss function). Additionally, there is another way to formulate the Lasso 

regression promblem. The Lasso estimates are found by solving the optimization problem 

 Minimize                (𝑌! − 𝛽! − 𝛽!𝑋!")!
!
!!!

!
!!!  

 

Subject to:               𝛽! ≤ 𝑡!
!!!  

(3.22) 

Similar to Ridge Regression, t is the upper bound of the sum of coefficients and the relationship between t 

and 𝜆 is a converse relationship. When 𝜆 is close to infinity which causes some coeffiecients to be exactly 

0, t would become close to 0. This means that the model has ability to generate a sparse model which 

makes it more attractive for many researchers and portfolio managers. Furthermore, the constraint region 

in this case is likely a diamond (Figure 6) instead of a disk in Ridge regression.  

𝛃 
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Figure 6. Estimation picture for the Lasso regression. The green area is the constraint region 𝛽! + 𝛽! ≤

𝑡 and the red ellipse implies the least squares error function. (Hastie, Tibshirani, & Friedman, 2009) 

Like Ridge regression, Lasso regression coefficients are the first point at which an ellipse meets the 

constraint region. The constrain region here has corners at each of the axes so the ellipse can contract with 

the constraint region at an axis. In this case, one of the coefficients will equal to zero. When the number 

of the coefficient estimates is more than 2, it is possible to have more estimated parameters equal to zero 

(Zou & Hastie, 2005). That is why it is said that the Lasso regression supports variable selection and 

sparse models. The model will become simpler and easier for both interpretation and understanding.  

Elastic Net regression 

The Lasso regression may surpass Ridge regression in terms of variable selection but there are some 

limitations of Lasso regression (Trevor, Robert, & JH, 2009). If the number of variables is bigger than the 

number of observations (p>n) the Lasso model will selects at most n variables before it saturates (there 

are as many estimated parameters as data points). If there is a group of highly correlated variables, the 

Lasso has a tendency to choose one random variable from the group and ignore the others (Zou & Hastie, 

2005). In the case of n>p, the Ridge regression likely surpasses the prediction performance of the Lasso 

when its estimators have high correlations (Tibshirani, 1996). 

A new regularization method was proposed to address those problems by Zou and Hastie (2005), by 

combing both variable selection and continuous shrinkage. This method is known as Elastic net and the 

loss function is described as 
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𝑅𝑆𝑆!"#$%&' 𝛽 = (𝑌! − 𝛽!𝑋!")!

!

!!!

!

!!!

+ 𝜆! 𝛽! + 𝜆! 𝛽!
!

!

!!!

!

!!!

 (3.23) 

Similar to the Ridge and the Lasso regression, coefficient estimates can be found not only by minimizing 

loss function (equation 3.23) but also by solving the optimization  

 Minimize                (𝑌! − 𝛽!𝑋!")!
!
!!!

!
!!!  

 

Subject to:               (𝛼 𝛽! + 1 − 𝛼 𝛽!!) ≤ 𝑡!
!!!  

(3.24) 

The regularization term is a convex combination of the Lasso and Ridge penalty terms. The L1 part 

enhances a sparse solution in the coefficients while the L2 part likely stabilizes the L1 regularization part. 

The parameter 𝛼  indicates the mix of both penalties: i.e. if 𝛼 = 1  the elastic net becomes Ridge 

regression, if 0 < 𝛼 < 1 the penalty function is a singularity function (a function is discontinuous at its 

singular points) and strictly convex and if 𝛼 = 0 the regression is considered as a Lasso regression  

Figure 7. Two – dimensional contour plots for Lasso, Ridge and Elastic net penalty term with α = 0.5. 

3.3.2 Sample replication using regularized regression 

According to literature, the tracking portfolio is a portfolio with a return that replicates the return of an 

index as close as possible. Hence, the relationship between them can be expressed in form of a simple 

linear regression model in which the estimated coefficients correspond to the optimal weights. The index 

tracking problem can be defined as 

𝛃 
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𝑅! = 𝑅!𝑤!

!

!!!

+ 𝜀 (3.25) 

The loss function will become 

 
𝑅𝑆𝑆 = (𝑅!,! − 𝑅!,!𝑤!)!

!

!!!

!

!!!

 (3.26) 

However, the returns of the portfolio have a weight constraint 𝑤! = 1!
!!!  (equation 3.4) so it needs to be 

added to both equations above. Obviously, constructing a portfolio is subject to various constraints, such 

as no short-selling, a transaction cost constraint etc., so a simple linear regression (3.25) would become a 

constrained linear regression. The optimal weights can be found by minimizing equation (3.26) subject to 

the weight constraint (equation 3.4) and other constraints we want to propose.  

 Minimize                 𝑅𝑆𝑆 = (𝑅!,! − 𝑅!,!𝑤!)!!
!!!

!
!!!  

 

Subject to:                      𝑤!!
!!! = 1 

0 ≤ 𝑤! ≤ 1 

                                     ……. 

 

When applying the regularized regression, it is similar by adding those constraints to the loss functions of 

the regularized regression (equation 3.20, 3.22 or 3.24). The optimal weights of portfolio are computed by 

solving the optimization problem  

 Minimize                𝑅𝑆𝑆!"#$%&'()"* !"#!"$$%&' 

 

Subject to:                      𝑤!!
!!! = 1 

0 ≤ 𝑤! ≤ 1 

                                    …… 

(3.27) 

where 𝑅𝑆𝑆!"#$%&'()"* !"#!"$$%&' is equation (3.19), (3.21) or (3.23). 

Equation (3.27) can be interpreted in another way by moving the regularization terms from objective 

functions to constraint functions.  

𝐰 

𝐰 
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 Minimize                𝑅𝑆𝑆 = (𝑅!,! − 𝑅!,!𝑤!)!!
!!!

!
!!!  

 

Subject to:               Constraint function in the regularized regression 

𝑤!

!

!!!

= 1 

0 ≤ 𝑤! ≤ 1 

                                    …… 

(3.28) 

where the constraint function in the regularized regression is: 𝛽 !
! ≤ 𝑡! (Ridge regression), 𝛽! ≤!

!!!

𝑡 (Lasso regression), or (𝛼 𝛽! + 1 − 𝛼 𝛽!!) ≤ 𝑡!
!!!  (Elastic net regression). 

In literature, the regularized regression is mostly applied in the joint approach for sample replication 

because of its effectiveness in sparse portfolio. However, the two–step approach is easier used in practical 

implementations, and produces a good tracking portfolio with low tracking error. A question is raised, 

whether it is possible to apply the regularized regression in the two-step approach. The asset selection can 

be addressed with the help of Lasso and Elastic net regression since they are powerful methods for feature 

selection. If the short selling is not allowed, the L1 norm of asset weights will have a constant value of 

one leading to appearance of some assets with small weight in portfolio. This increases the transaction 

and administrative costs to maintain some illiquid positions in the desired proportions. Therefore, Lasso is 

not preferable in the present of no-short selling due to its ineffectiveness in promoting sparsity (Fan & Li, 

2001). It is clear that the Elastic net regression is also not the effective method for asset selection in case 

of no-short selling. Many empirical results support the use of OLS method to determine the optimal 

weights. The regularized regression, which overcomes the weaknesses of OLS, seems to be an effective 

method for asset weighting. But again the Lasso regression and Elastic net regression are not suitable if 

there is no-short selling. Moreover, when L1 norm is a constant value of one, their loss functions will be 

no different from loss functions of OLS and Ridge regression, respectively. In short, the Ridge regression 

can be considered as a good choice for computing the weighting scheme that needs to be checked in 

empirical test.  

3.4 Summary 

In order to construct a tracking portfolio, investors can select and allocate assets separately, or combine 

them in one single step. The choice of approach depends on the available resources and purposes of 

investors. There are many approaches for both asset selection and asset weighting, but the optimization is 
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the most common one (Karlow, 2012). Mathematical modelling of the portfolio optimization problems 

usually attempts to minimize tracking error measures, such as TEV and MSE. The objective function is 

quadratic in weights of assets and solved with some constraints. The tracking error optimization model 

will be explored in this thesis with the purpose of a comparison with model based on machine learning 

algorithms.  

In recent decades, machine learning has become an important area (to develop and research in many 

different aspects) and drawn a massive attention for investment strategy, especially for index – based 

investment strategy. The way investors implement sample replication decides which algorithm will be 

applied. Literature has strong support for decision tree and support vector machine in asset selection while 

regression approach in asset weighting. There are numerous approaches, based on regularized regression, 

to deal with sparse portfolios. Regularized regression model which is based on OLS and addresses 

problem of OLS model, is widely used in financial analysis. OLS approach is considered as a suitable 

way to calculate the weighting scheme so regularized regression may follow it. With the presence of no-

short selling, the Lasso and Elastic net are ineffective while Ridge regression is likely an effective one. 

This concern will be addressed and tested in this thesis by using the FTSE 100 index for empirical test.   
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Chapter 4. 

Methodology 

This chapter aims to explain and discuss two different models chosen and used in this thesis. The chapter 

is divided into four sections. The first section will briefly describe and analyse the data source and the 

experimental design. The second section presents how to construct a tracking portfolio by using sample 

replication. Furthermore, appropriate models for computing weighting scheme are investigated. In the last 

section, various measures to evaluate the model performance will be described, following by validation 

method for selecting the model parameters to achieve the best tracking quality.  

4.1 Data 

For purpose of empirical test, the FTSE 100 index, covering one of the most liquid and developed 

financial markets in the world, is chosen to be tracked in this thesis. The FTSE 100 stock market index 

consists of 100 companies with the highest market capitalization listed on the London Stock Exchange. 

The index constituents and weights are managed by the FTSE Group. 

Data universe  

To construct the tracking portfolio, the data that is used in this thesis are the FTSE 100 index prices and 

the prices of stocks included in the index from March 1st 2009 to Feb 27th 2014. This period is interesting 

because it includes the recovery of economies after global financial crisis in 2008, the crash of the 

European bank industry in 2010 and the implement actions of various quantitative easing programs. A 

literature review on sample replication (Section 3.1.1) suggests that daily data provides more information 

than monthly and weekly data even though they are less auto-correlated and have less noise. In addition, 

the data set needs to be large enough to give a stable estimation leading to longer period if the monthly or 

weekly data is chosen (the 12-month data set has 12 observations on the monthly basis and 48 
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observations on the weekly basis). But the possible bias can occur when the historical data is too far back 

in the past. As a result, the daily data is selected for this thesis.  

The index constituents are the 100 stocks with the highest market capitalization at a given period point in 

time. This means that the stocks listed in the FTSE 100 as of today might not be listed there in two or five 

years ago. When constructing a portfolio that can replicate the index effectively, it is necessary to select 

the stocks included in the index at the time of investment. However, the index constituents have changed 

frequently due to acquisition and merger, and the aim of this thesis is to compare the index tracking 

techniques with and without the application of machine learning.  

Therefore, the constituents of the FTSE 100 index are taken as of June 2019. The stocks with missing 

historical data are excluded because several stocks were listed after 2009. The number of stocks included 

in the FTSE 100 index is 101 based on constituents as of June 2019, and reduces to 90 after data pre-

processing. The full dataset includes 1305 observations. All data are from Thomson Reuters DataStream.  

Figure 8. Index prices and returns of the FTSE 100 from March 2009 to February 2014, which is divided 

into 5 different periods with length of 1 year (shown by the black vertical lines). Each period has a 9 – 

months training period and a 3 – months test period (shown by the orange lines).  

Figure 8 shows the daily stock price index and returns for the FTSE 100. During the given time period, 

the price index of the FTSE 100 appears to have a stochastic and upward tendency due to the strong 

recovery of economics after the financial crisis in 2007. However, there are three sharp declines in 2010, 
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2011 and 2012 that were affected by economic or financial shocks. The European sovereign debt crisis in 

April 2010 led to the significant fall in stock market, followed by the launch of the quantitative easing 

program. After that, the FTSE 100 recovered slightly but unstably from the middle of 2010 until the 

beginning of 2014. Besides, the movement of index returns are likely associated with the movement of 

index prices. The more the FTSE 100 reduces, the higher the returns would be.  

Financial dataset and Experimental design 

The stock market tends to be highly correlated with economic and financial shocks. There are various 

different events that occurred around the world between 2009 and 2014. The empirical analysis is carried 

out based on different time periods in order to avoid influences by specific market situations. The thesis 

focuses on how well the index tracking model with and without application of machine learning is used to 

construct a tracking portfolio. This means it is important to analyse how the models will react to different 

capital market situations. Furthermore, the multi-period model has the advantages, which include 

considering rebalance strategy and taking transaction costs into account.  

The chosen time period is divided into five sub-time periods covering different market situations (see 

Figure 8). The FTSE Group reviews and updates the constituents of FTSE 100 quarterly so the testing 

period is selected to be not bigger than 3 months. Each time period consists of the estimation period 

(training period) with 9 months and the investment period of 3 months (test period). This is equivalent to 

75% of dataset and 25% of data respectively. The data from the estimation period are used to construct 

the tracking portfolio while the performance of the portfolio is tested during the investment period.  

• Period 1 (Mar 2009 – Feb 2010): during the training period there was an upward trend but 

quickly drop in September caused by the Brexit vote, while the index increased at the beginning 

of the test period, following by a significant drop. 

• Period 2 (Mar 2010 – Feb 2011): The index faced the downward tendency since April because of 

the European sovereign debt crisis and recovered at the end of the training period. The test period 

continued with the recovery of the market. 

• Period 3 (Mar 2011 – Feb 2012): the market was quite stable at the beginning of the period but 

then hit by the crash in the U.S stock market, which was caused by the downgrade of the U.S 

sovereign debt. The test started with the recovery after this shock.  

• Period 4 (Mar 2012 – Feb 2013): the training period began with a sharp reduction and then 

improved slowly but faster during the test period. 
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• Period 5 (Mar 2013 – Feb 2014): the market remained flat during both training and test periods 

and its variance was small.  

4.2 Tracking Portfolio Construction 

4.2.1 Tracking quantity 

As mentioned above, it is important to choose which quantity of index is used to track before carrying out 

any next steps. There are a variety of tracking quantities, such as the return, the price, log return or log 

price. Several literatures use the return of the index as the tracking quantity while some studies support 

the log price or log return. The type of tracking quantity is based on the index tracking approach. In this 

thesis, the simple returns will be used as tracking quantity to construct a tracking portfolio because it is 

easy to aggregate them among assets. Hence, the main goal is to build up a portfolio, which replicates the 

returns of the index well by combining the returns of N assets. The return of the portfolio is a weighted 

sum of N asset returns. The value of the index and portfolios are calculated according to equation (3.1), 

(3.2) and (3.3). 

One of the key issues in this study is to design a tracking portfolio, which can replicate the index. In 

literature, there are different index tracking approaches, from full replication to sample replication. This 

master thesis uses the sample replication approach as the basis of constructing tracking portfolio due to its 

flexibility, transparency and lower cost. There are two approaches to design tracking portfolio when to 

apply sample replication method. The two–step approach requires two separate steps, asset selection and 

asset weighting, while the join approach unifies two steps into one by solving a complicated optimization 

problem. The two–step approach is a good choice to analyse the impacts of machine learning in index 

tracking.  

4.2.2 Asset Selection 

Both, asset selection and asset weighting, influence the tracking quality. The main focus of this thesis is 

to investigate how machine learning affects the tracking quality, and the Ridge regression model is chosen 

due to its popularity and advantages over the OLS estimators. In addition, the linear regression is simple 

and attractive in practical implementation. As explained in Chapter 3, the Ridge regression model 

attempts to be an effective approach to compute optimal weights, similar to the OLS estimators.  

To investigate how the different weighting methods influence the tracking quality, it is necessary to 

estimate all possible combinations of assets. However, this involves a good computer with huge 
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memories and the running time since the number of all possible asset combinations drawn from 90 assets 

is large. The number of all possible combinations of assets out of n assets can be computed using 

following equation: 

 
𝐶!! =

𝑛
𝑝

!

!!!

=  
𝑛!

𝑝! (𝑛! − 𝑝!)

!

!!!

 
 

For the number of assets n = 90, the analysis needs to carry out all 90
𝑝

!"
!!! =  !"!

!!(!"!!!!)
!
!!! = 

1.2379e+27 combinations and this is impossible task.  

In order to test weighting methods, Alexander & Dimitriu (2003) suggested random approach for asset 

selection. They assumed that the tracking quality measure is a random variable, following some probality 

distributions. This appoach helps to neutralize the impact of stock selection and improve the 

representativeness of the tracking portfolio sample. As a result, the random approach is chosen for asset 

selection in order to carry out the analysis. Different portfolio sizes are constructed, starting from sizes of 

5 to 25 assets with increments of 5. For each of the portfolio sizes and each time period, there are 1000 

combinations of assets selected randomly from the 90 stocks of the FTSE 100 index. There are 1000 

combinations * 5 sizes * 5 periods = 25 000 tracking portfolios which are used to investigate the effect of 

application of machine learning on index tracking.  

4.2.3 Asset weighting 

Once the assets of portfolio are selected, the weights of the portfolio need to be determined. Two asset 

weighting methods have been proposed: the tracking error optimization model and the Ridge regression 

model.  

The tracking error optimization model (TEV model) 

The tracking error optimization model attempts to minimize a tracking quality measure. There are various 

measures that are used for both predictive modelling and the evaluation of tracking portfolio. TEV is 

considered as a good tracking metric for the objective function and more popular than others in the 

literature on index replication. In addition, TEV helps to avoid significant divergence between returns of 

portfolio and returns of index. That is why the tracking error optimization model that minimizes TEV 

with budget constraint and no short-selling constraint, is chosen in this analysis. The model is formulated 

as  
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 Minimize          𝑇𝐸𝑉 =  1
𝑇

(𝑅𝐼,𝑡 −  𝑅𝑃,𝑡 − (𝑅𝐼 − 𝑅𝑃))
2  𝑇

𝑡=1  

subject to:               𝑤! = 1!
!!!  

                              𝑤! ≥ 0 

(4.1) 

The Ridge regression model  

The index tracking problem can be expressed as a form of regression model (See equation 3.25 and 3.26). 

Hence, computing the optimal weights is done by minimizing Ridge loss function subject to budget 

constraint and no short – selling constraint 

 Minimize               (𝑅!,! − 𝑅!,!𝑤!)!!
!!!

!
!!! + 𝜆 𝑤!!!

!!!  

 

Subject to:                           𝑤! = 1!
!!!  

𝑤! ≥ 0 

(4.2) 

where parameter 𝜆 controls the strength of the penalty and needs to be selected.  

4.3 Model evaluation 

4.3.1 Tracking error 

Tracking error is one of the most popular methods to evaluate the model performance. As discussed in 

Section 2, there are various different measures of tracking portfolio performance. Tracking quality 

measures used in tracking error optimization model can be used to test the portfolio performance as well. 

It is clear that TEV is popular to measure the tracking quality but its disadvantage involves a possible 

shift. Thus, this measure will not be used alone to measure how well a portfolio tracks an index but MSE 

(See equation 3.14) will be chosen. What’s more, the returns of index (chosen to be tracked) have value 

≤ 1, so the value of MSE, interpreted in quadratic form, is also very small. That is why MSE expressed in 

terms of percentage RMSE will be used to evaluate the model performance. . 

 𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸 =  𝑀𝑆𝐸  

4.3.2 Stability of tracking quality 

The historical data during the estimation period is used to estimate the weighing scheme of portfolio. 

More importantly, we need to test how well the portfolio tracks the index over the new period (investment 

𝐰 

𝐰 
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period) when to invest in this portfolio. It is obvious that a good model produces the same tracking quality 

in the investment period as in the estimation period. Which means that it is necessary to check the 

difference between the values of tracking quality in these two periods. Moreover, the index tracking 

model is multi-period so a good measure should be used to compare the results of different periods in the 

model.  

4.3.2.1 Absolute stability of the tracking quality 

The difference in the absolute values of tracking quality between two periods indicates the absolute 

stability of the tracking quality (Krakow 2012): 

 𝐴𝑆 =  
𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟!"#
𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟!"#

 (4.3) 

where 𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟!"# is the value of the tracking quality measures in the investment period while 𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟!"# is 

the value of the tracking quality measures in the estimation period. When 𝐴𝑆 is equal to one, the model 

has an absolutely stable tracking quality. The portfolio tracks the index in the investment period better 

than in the estimation period if 𝐴𝑆 is smaller than one, and vice versa.  

4.3.2.2 Relative stability of tracking quality 

Figure 9. Prediction Error (Karlow, 2012) 

It is natural to select the tracking portfolios with high tracking quality in the estimation period, which also 

has high quality during the investment period. However, there appear two types of error while predicting 

tracking portfolios, type 1 and type 2 errors (Figure 9). Type 1 errors indicate tracking portfolios, which 

have high tracking quality in the estimation period (training period) and low tracking quality in the 

investment period (test period) and vice versa for error type 2. 
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The relative stability of the tracking quality measures the differences of tracking quality by quantifying 

these two types of error. Krakow (2012) suggests that the tracking portfolios in both periods need to be 

separated into quantiles based on their ranks. The proportion of portfolios in each quantile is calculated as 

𝑎!,! =
𝑄
𝑃

𝛿!,!
!

!

!!!

 

where 𝑄 is the number of quantiles, 𝑃 is the total number of portfolios, and  

𝛿!,!
! = 1, if portfolio 𝑝 is in 𝑖 quantile in the estimation period and 𝑗 in the investment period

0, otherwise  

All the value of 𝑎!,! can be represented in the matrix A with the sum of each row and each column equals 

to one be definition. 

𝐀 =
𝑎!,! ⋯ 𝑎!,!
⋮ ⋱ ⋮

𝑎!,! ⋯ 𝑎!,!
 

Then, the relative stability is formulated as 

 
𝑅𝑆 =  

1
𝑄

(
𝑞
𝑄
−
𝐷!
𝑄
)

!

!!!

            (4.4) 

where                                            𝐷! = 𝐷!!! + 𝑎!,! + (𝑎!,!!! + 𝑎!!!,!)
!!!
!!!                                     (4.5) 

𝐷! = 𝑎!,! 

The relative stability emphasizes the difference between tracking portfolios from high to low tracking 

quality, from the best case to the worst case, in both training and test periods. The best case implies all 

portfolios remains in the same quantile in both periods. It is totally opposite for the worst case which 

means that all portfolios stay at the opposite quantile in the test period. Hence, in the best case 𝑎!,! = 1 

and the matrix A becomes 

𝐀 =
1 ⋯ 0
⋮ ⋱ ⋮
0 ⋯ 1
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Then 𝐷! = 𝑞 by equation (4.5). This value is substituted into equation (4.4), which results in the value of 

RS in the best case: 

𝑅𝑆!"#$ =
1
𝑄

𝑞
𝑄
−
𝑞
𝑄

= 0
!

!!!

 

In the worst case, we have 𝑎!,!!!!! = 1 and the matrix A becomes  

𝐀 =
0 ⋯ 1
⋮ ⋱ ⋮
1 ⋯ 0

 

The value of D, when Q is an odd number, is equal to 

𝐷! = max [0,2 𝑞 −
𝑄
2
] 

If Q is an even number, the value of D is 

𝐷! = max [0,2 𝑞 − 1 −
𝑄
2
] 

Krakow (2012) claims that the relative stability (RS) in this case is equal to !
!

 (𝑅𝑆!"#$% =
!
!
=

0.25). Furthermore, if the position of tracking portfolio in the training period isn’t related to its in the test 

period (the random case), the RS value is equal to !
!

 or 0.1667. In summary, the value of RS ranges from 

0 to 0.25 (from the best case to the worst case). 

4.3.3 Model selection 

Model selection refers to the process of running machine learning algorithms with different values of their 

parameters. For the Ridge regression model, it is the regularization parameter 𝜆. The parameter, which 

produces the best performance of the model, is chosen.  

The cross-validation is one of the common validation methods to select the 𝜆 parameter. This aims to 

assess the prediction error of a model when applying different values of parameter into model. The 

general idea of this method is to divide the data into k mutually exclusive subsets folds. For each fold the 

model is trained on the remaining k-1 folds and the performance is then tested and evaluated on it. In 
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literature, the value of k is commonly 5 or 10, but it is not formal rule. The value of k is chosen such that 

there are large enough data for each training and test set group, which can become a statistical 

representative of the broader dataset. It is preferable to select the value of k that evenly splits dataset 

(Kuhn & Johnson, 2018). Moreover, the constituents of the FTSE 100 are updated quarterly so the 

validation period is chosen to be not bigger than 3 months.  

As a result, in this case for every period (12-months dataset) the data will be divided into 4 subsets with 

3-months data. The cross validation is run four times for each period, each time the model is trained and 

tested on different sunsets of data. The test error for each of the run times is computed. The model’s 

performance is estimated as the average performance scores (the average of the test errors) that help to 

robust the validation of model. In this case the RMSE is the measure used to access model performance 

and the model with the smallest tracking error will be chosen. Kuhn & Johnson (2018) claims that the 

reasonable range of 𝜆 value is between 0 and 0.1, and the L2 norm is usually called “weight decay”, 

having values on logarithmic scale. Hence 𝜆 will be chosen from range 𝜆 ∈ 0.1, 0.01,… , 10!!" .  

4.4 Summary 

The data and the experimental design are described in this chapter. The two-step approach for sample 

replication is used to construct a tracking portfolio. The asset selection is based on random approach 

because it neutralizes the effects of stocks selection so that can be applied to test weighting methods. Two 

models, TEV model and the Ridge regression model, are implemented to compute the weighting scheme 

of the tracking portfolio. They are tested on 5 different periods of time.  

The question of how to evaluate the performance of models with and without application of machine 

learning during 5 different time periods was raised. There are two different measures which can be used 

to answer this question: tracking error (RMSE) and stability of tracking quality (absolute and relative 

stability). Moreover, the selection of parameters was also discussed.  
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Chapter 5. 

Experimental Results 

The experimental implementation has been run on Matlab R2017a. In particular, the quadratic 

minimization programming used, allows achieving the optimal portfolio weights when using the TEV 

model. In case of the Ridge regression, the solution of the non-convex minimization problem producing 

the optimal portfolio weights was performed using a function included in the Matlab Global Optimization 

Toolbox called “GlobalSearch”. 

In order to select the parameter 𝜆, the cross-validation method described in section 4.3.3 was used for the 

Ridge regression model for every time period. The Ridge regression was trained and tested with ten 

different values of 𝜆 (ranges from 10-10 to 10-1) resulting in a total of 50 models for model selection. The 

model demonstrating the best performance will be used for further investigations to see how good its 

performance is compared to the TEV model for every time period.  

In order to assess the general performance of the models, the TEV model and the Ridge regression, the 

hold-out method, which was described in section 4.1, was implemented for each of the models, for every 

time period. These models are time independent, so that each model was specifically trained on a specific 

time period. The evaluation of each model is discussed based on the tracking quality and the stability of 

the tracking quality (both for the absolute and relative stability). Moreover, the predictive performances of 

a set of investment strategies with N = 5; 10; 15; 20; 25  number of stocks are investigated to examine 

how the number of assets influences the tracking quality. Lastly, a comparison between the TEV model 

and the Ridge regression over time (index tracking model with and without application of machine 

learning) is conducted. 
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5.1 Model selection 

The model selection process described in section 4.3.3 is used to find the optimal value for the parameter 

𝜆. The dataset used in this analysis consists of  25 000 tracking portfolios (see section 4.2.2) whose 

weighting schemes are computed using the Ridge regression (equation 4.2), for every value of the penalty 

parameter 𝜆, and for every time period. The model performace is measured by the average estimated 

tracking errors which are expressed in percentage RMSE. The results are displayed in Table 2. 

𝝀 10-1 10-2 10-3 10-4 10-5 10-6 10-7 10-8 10-9 10-10 

Period 1 0.7315 0.6767 0.6241 0.5885 0.5685 0.5723 0.5497 0.5340 0.5763 0.5712 
Period 2 0.4748 0.4732 0.4168 0.3976 0.4067 0.4375 0.4257 0.4514 0.4170 0.3981 
Period 3 0.4865 0.4657 0.4338 0.4038 0.4071 0.4072 0.4279 0.4033 0.4245 0.4177 
Period 4 0.3581 0.3433 0.3326 0.3284 0.3249 0.3542 0.3486 0.3486 0.3486 0.3486 
Period 5 0.3657 0.3393 0.3419 0.3314 0.3424 0.3433 0.3317 0.3411 0.3464 0.3342 

Table 2. Model performace, RMSE% 

Table 2 shows that the estimated tracking error has the same pattern for five time periods: it initially 

reduces and later starts to grow as the value of parameter 𝜆 decreases. Therefore, it is possible to decrease 

the tracking error by reducing the value of parameter 𝜆. Moreover, the variability of the tracking quality 

in period 1 is the largest, following by periods 2 and 3. Periods 4 and 5 have stable tracking quality when 

adjusting the parameter 𝜆. This is consistent with the fact that the FTSE 100 index varies the most 

significantly in period 1, and then periods 2 and 3. In addition, there is difference in tracking quality 

between five time periods. The tracking quality in period 1 is the highest and nearly two times worse than 

in periods 4 and 5. Periods 2 and 3 have better tracking portfolio than period 1, but worse than periods 4 

and 5. Parameter 𝜆 is chosen so as to minimize the estimated tracking error. Hence, 𝜆 = 10-8 produces the 

best tracking quality in period 1 and period 3 while it is 𝜆 = 10-4 for either period 2 or 5. In period 4, the 

model with 𝜆 = 10-5 has the best performance. 

The penalty parameter 𝜆 has different impacts on tracking portfolio with different number of stocks. In 

general, for each of portfolio sizes the tracking quality initially goes down and then starts to increase as 

parameter 𝜆 improves, for each of the time periods (See Appendix 1). The impact of the portfolio sizes for 

each time period is also the same: the better tracking quality can be achieved by improving the size of 

tracking portfolios. What’s more, the tracking quality improvement reduces and gets close to zero. The 

tracking qualities of portfolio size 25 are not much different from portfolio size 20. The tracking 
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portfolios in period 1 are used to analyse for more detail. The Figure 10 suggests that the tracking error is 

highest for portfolio size 5 and lowest for portfolio size 25. The value of 𝜆 = 10-8 brings the best tracking 

portfolio for most portfolio sizes, except portfolio size 5 has the lowest RMSE when 𝜆 = 10-7. The 

minimal RMSE among the five portfolio sizes is 0.3721% when parameter 𝜆 = 10-8.  

Figure 10. Tracking quality of portfolios with different number of stocks in Period 1 

5.2 Model Evaluation 

For each time period, the best Ridge regression model was chosen so there are 5 different Ridge 

regression models. For each every time period and every portfolio size, the values of tracking portfolios in 

the training period are used to compute the weighting schemes by the TEV model and the Ridge 

regression model. The data from the test set is used to evaluate these portfolios. The model’s performance 

is measured based on tracking error (RMSE) and stability of tracking quality.  

5.2.1 Tracking quality  

The tracking quality is firstly analysed with the results for estimation period (training period). The results 

presented in Table 3 include the medians, the means, the standard deviations (Sd), the maximum and the 

minimum values of the tracking qualities, which are expressed as percentage RMSE, for tracking 

portfolios created using the TEV model and the Ridge regression. These values are reported for the 1000 

random tracking portfolios for each size, for each training period and for both methods of computing asset 

weighting. For instance, 0.8667 in the first row and column of the table indicates the median percentage 

RMSE, of the 1000 tracking portfolios size 5 in period 1, constructed by the Ridge regression model.  
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Size 
Ridge regression model TEV model 

Med Mean Sd Max Min Med Mean Sd Max Min 
Pe

rio
d 

1 
5 0.8667 0.8336 0.1047 0.9857 0.6151 0.8917 1.0600 0.1875 1.9110 0.5457 

10 0.6048 0.6205 0.0847 0.7734 0.4990 0.6217 0.7072 0.1120 1.2335 0.3518 
15 0.4846 0.4968 0.0757 0.6568 0.3610 0.4893 0.5334 0.0900 0.8604 0.2946 
20 0.4000 0.4095 0.0606 0.5615 0.2766 0.4131 0.4760 0.0768 0.8289 0.2490 
25 0.3903 0.4419 0.0657 0.5084 0.2787 0.3629 0.3862 0.0677 0.6142 0.2048 

Pe
rio

d 
2 

5 0.5878 0.5857 0.0728 0.6839 0.4833 0.6075 0.6900 0.0897 1.1598 0.3852 
10 0.4227 0.4282 0.0702 0.5789 0.2884 0.4351 0.4351 0.0678 0.6403 0.2298 
15 0.3603 0.3601 0.0287 0.4608 0.2589 0.3561 0.3609 0.0590 0.5374 0.1941 
20 0.2650 0.2634 0.0461 0.3491 0.1746 0.3014 0.3169 0.0544 0.4781 0.1867 
25 0.2485 0.2566 0.0543 0.3731 0.1563 0.2645 0.2774 0.0480 0.4387 0.1417 

Pe
rio

d 
3 

5 0.5335 0.6048 0.1339 0.9694 0.3828 0.5991 0.6700 0.1094 1.1458 0.3358 
10 0.4193 0.4379 0.0416 0.6121 0.3008 0.4087 0.2777 0.0685 0.6724 0.2260 
15 0.3475 0.3496 0.0433 0.4662 0.2373 0.3233 0.3428 0.0560 0.5367 0.1880 
20 0.2783 0.2890 0.0280 0.3931 0.2061 0.2375 0.2726 0.0477 0.4541 0.1613 
25 0.2337 0.2381 0.0442 0.3170 0.1679 0.2431 0.2604 0.0411 0.4043 0.1510 

Pe
rio

d 
4 

5 0.5516 0.5377 0.0751 0.7415 0.3062 0.5029 0.5504 0.0919 0.9328 0.2628 
10 0.2901 0.3333 0.0106 0.4540 0.2989 0.3947 0.4195 0.0599 0.6760 0.2126 
15 0.2862 0.2939 0.0454 0.3892 0.2140 0.2781 0.2967 0.0470 0.4661 0.1645 
20 0.2417 0.2470 0.0307 0.3143 0.1901 0.2410 0.2558 0.0415 0.3953 0.1458 
25 0.2166 0.2125 0.0258 0.2761 0.1405 0.2114 0.2266 0.0380 0.3507 0.1330 

Pe
rio

d 
5 

5 0.5147 0.5260 0.0632 0.6513 0.4233 0.4904 0.5242 0.0793 0.7948 0.3211 
10 0.3500 0.3495 0.0621 0.4716 0.2264 0.3488 0.3667 0.0499 0.5570 0.2120 
15 0.2745 0.2769 0.0308 0.3436 0.2151 0.2777 0.2831 0.0404 0.3983 0.1785 
20 0.2260 0.2358 0.0365 0.3072 0.1841 0.2410 0.2457 0.0348 0.3501 0.1508 
25 0.2046 0.2089 0.2520 0.2824 0.1438 0.2112 0.2189 0.0308 0.3178 0.1352 

Table 3. Results for the Training Period (RMSE%) 

In both cases, the tracking portfolios track the index better as the portfolio size increases, which holds true 

for all periods. The period 1 has the highest tracking error when applying both methods, because the 

variance of the index prices and index returns are highest in this period. A comparison of the median 

tracking qualities for two methods indicates that, the Ridge regression produces better tracking portfolios 

in periods 1 and 2 for all sizes of tracking portfolio. This is opposite for tracking portfolios in periods 3 

and 4 while in period 5 tracking portfolio sizes 20 and 25 track the index better. Moreover, the mean 

tracking qualities indicate that the Ridge regression is superior than the TEV method in all cases. 
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 In terms of standard deviation, the Ridge regression produces more tracking portfolios with tracking 

qualities close to the average tracking qualities. It is possible to claim that the Ridge regression generates 

lower volatility of the tracking qualities, or smaller range of the tracking qualities. This is applied for all 

portfolio sizes and all periods. There are some standard deviation values in the TEV model case, which 

are much greater than the regression case, for example in period 4 the standard deviation of the tracking 

portfolio size 10 in the TEV model case is six times higher. Furthermore, the maximal values of the 

tracking qualities, which are lower in the case of the regression model, indicate that this method produces 

better tracking portfolio in the best case. On the other hand, the TEV model creates better tracking 

portfolio in the worst case. This holds for all portfolio sizes and all periods. 

Size 
Ridge regression model TEV model 

Med Mean Sd Max Min Med Mean Sd Max Min 

Pe
rio

d 
1 

5 0.5925 0.5930 0.0674 0.7617 0.4252 0.6366 0.7226 0.1390 1.2586 0.3584 
10 0.4663 0.4825 0.1006 0.6564 0.3409 0.4615 0.4877 0.0953 0.7907 0.2369 
15 0.3630 0.3849 0.0650 0.5754 0.2382 0.3780 0.3925 0.0800 0.6275 0.1864 
20 0.3195 0.3122 0.0468 0.3925 0.2174 0.3241 0.3706 0.0665 0.6330 0.2013 
25 0.3126 0.3115 0.0483 0.4048 0.2161 0.2975 0.3263 0.0583 0.5336 0.1765 

Pe
rio

d 
2 

5 0.5362 0.5646 0.0714 0.7396 0.4463 0.5800 0.6321 0.0970 1.0014 0.3671 
10 0.4198 0.4253 0.0806 0.5945 0.2670 0.4246 0.4335 0.0664 0.6556 0.2293 
15 0.3187 0.3430 0.0262 0.4766 0.2580 0.3598 0.3699 0.0565 0.5614 0.1984 
20 0.2912 0.2831 0.0490 0.3754 0.1746 0.3122 0.3237 0.0506 0.4903 0.1801 
25 0.2713 0.2665 0.0588 0.3629 0.1606 0.2757 0.2959 0.0480 0.4853 0.1468 

Pe
rio

d 
3 

5 0.5450 0.6074 0.1372 0.9759 0.3636 0.5696 0.6591 0.1329 1.2063 0.2910 
10 0.4512 0.4766 0.0639 0.6961 0.3077 0.4088 0.4558 0.0818 0.7835 0.2220 
15 0.3330 0.3525 0.0608 0.4710 0.2729 0.3317 0.3621 0.0690 0.6164 0.1687 
20 0.2616 0.2936 0.0356 0.4526 0.1986 0.2873 0.3220 0.0628 0.5693 0.1440 
25 0.2283 0.2474 0.0557 0.3724 0.1606 0.2557 0.2720 0.0522 0.4336 0.1428 

Pe
rio

d 
4 

5 0.4616 0.4783 0.0378 0.6915 0.2985 0.4653 0.5587 0.0984 1.0531 0.2511 
10 0.2458 0.3060 0.0153 0.4866 0.2458 0.3382 0.3629 0.0665 0.5940 0.1813 
15 0.2811 0.2951 0.0406 0.3963 0.2219 0.2810 0.3094 0.0519 0.5247 0.1507 
20 0.2373 0.2495 0.0467 0.3356 0.1876 0.2445 0.2612 0.0449 0.4158 0.1398 
25 0.2223 0.2339 0.0391 0.3269 0.1641 0.2227 0.2350 0.0405 0.3736 0.1210 

Pe
rio

d 
5 

5 0.5470 0.5261 0.0804 0.6463 0.3641 0.5054 0.6063 0.1141 1.1170 0.2975 
10 0.3655 0.3826 0.0926 0.5710 0.2282 0.3680 0.3998 0.0710 0.6656 0.1974 
15 0.3007 0.3101 0.0459 0.4144 0.2247 0.3008 0.3222 0.0562 0.5085 0.1786 
20 0.2324 0.2533 0.0523 0.3379 0.2104 0.2638 0.2900 0.0472 0.4839 0.1485 
25 0.2573 0.2578 0.0356 0.3429 0.1736 0.2362 0.2539 0.0409 0.4074 0.1359 

Table 4. Results for the Test Period (RMSE%) 
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Similar to results for the training period, the tracking qualities in the test period improve as the size of 

tracking portfolio increases. This applies for all market phases and for both models, in particular the 

portfolio size 25 is two times better than portfolio size 5. Both methods generate tracking portfolios that 

replicate the index returns quite closely in the test period because of the low medians of the tracking 

errors. Compared to the TEV model, tracking portfolios produced by the Ridge regression track the index 

better on average (demonstrated by lower values of the median RMSE). The improvement occurs clearly 

in periods 1,2 and 3, while portfolio size 10 is much better in period 4. The means emphasize then same 

results as the medians but the difference between two models is more obvious.  

Besides, the results of the Ridge regression procedure are less variable or more stable than the TEV 

procedure, which is shown by lower standard deviation values. However, this is reduced in the turbulent 

period 5. In the worst case, the Ridge regression always produces much better tracking qualities than the 

TEV model, especially for portfolio size 5 (demonstrated by large differences in the maximal values of 

tracking quality). This is opposite in the best case but the difference between two models is not as clear as 

in the worst case.  

In both the training and the test period, the medians and the means of RMSE are not equal so RMSE has a 

skew. Hence, the use of median as the measure of the central tendency is more appropriate than the mean. 

This applies for both models. In short, the Ridge regression performs better in the training dataset than the 

TEV model in periods 1 and 2 but it is opposite in period 3 and 4. In the new dataset (test period), the 

TEV model predicts tracking portfolios not as well as the regression in the most cases. This means that 

the better predictive performance is likely achieved by using the Ridge regression, regardless of the 

market phases and the portfolio sizes. The variance of the tracking quality for the regression model is 

lower than TEV model during not only the training period but also test period for every time period. This 

can be explained by the fact that the Ridge regression reduces the variation of coefficient estimates. In the 

best case, TEV method generates better tracking portfolios while the Ridge regression produces the 

tracking portfolios, which have lower minimum values of the tracking error.  

5.2.2 Stability of tracking quality 

5.2.2.1 Absolute of tracking quality  

A tracking portfolio is considered an efficient one if its tracking quality in the estimation period (training 

period) is the same as its in the investment period (test period). The difference in the absolute value of the 
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tracking quality is measured by AS (the ratio of the value of tracking error, RMSE, in the testing period to 

its value in the training period). The results for two models are presented in Table 5. 

Size 
Ridge regression model TEV model 
Med Max Min Med Max Min 

Pe
rio

d 
1 

5 0.7363 0.8275 0.5768 0.7090 1.0455 0.4544 
10 0.7297 0.8702 0.5986 0.7427 0.9894 0.4863 
15 0.7462 0.9058 0.6039 0.7704 1.0993 0.4975 
20 0.7951 0.9367 0.6698 0.7920 1.0611 0.5597 
25 0.7905 1.0206 0.6895 0.8125 1.1186 0.5604 

Pe
rio

d 
2 

5 0.9657 1.2833 0.7849 0.9799 1.4068 0.6498 
10 0.9675 1.4154 0.6947 0.9932 1.4574 0.6726 
15 0.9791 1.1918 0.7854 1.0081 1.4370 0.6659 
20 1.1555 1.2559 0.9350 1.0378 1.4822 0.7055 
25 1.0871 1.3062 0.8642 1.0413 1.5683 0.7663 

Pe
rio

d 
3 

5 1.0066 1.8483 0.7463 0.9557 2.0120 0.6499 
10 1.0186 1.4710 0.6823 0.9981 1.9384 0.6809 
15 1.0214 1.4032 0.8464 1.1023 1.7809 0.7523 
20 0.8886 1.6605 0.7213 1.0382 1.7921 0.6839 
25 1.0400 1.2943 0.7636 1.0477 1.6927 0.6670 

Pe
rio

d 
4 

5 0.8656 1.4409 0.7204 0.9125 1.8245 0.5316 
10 0.8522 1.3751 0.7671 0.9674 1.6272 0.5990 
15 1.0466 1.3270 0.7263 0.9995 1.6201 0.6100 
20 0.9867 1.4510 0.7045 1.0266 1.6223 0.6276 
25 1.0092 1.3861 0.7922 1.0552 1.6936 0.6727 

Pe
rio

d 
5 

5 0.9926 1.3698 0.6833 1.0130 1.8789 0.6672 
10 1.1877 1.2965 0.7985 1.0520 1.8578 0.6878 
15 1.1231 1.3773 0.9275 1.0748 1.6119 0.7347 
20 1.1018 1.2668 1.0015 1.0988 1.5627 0.7941 
25 1.1390 1.5815 0.8746 1.1164 1.5888 0.7445 

Table 5. Comparison of AS or tracking error ratio: Test/Training 

Table 5 shows the comparison between tracking qualities in the training period and the test period 

expressed in AS. The ratio is computed for every tracking portfolio, and then the statistics of AS for every 

sample of 1000 portfolios for each portfolio size and for every time period are reported. The statistics 

include the medians, maximum and minimum values of AS. According to equation (4.3), a value greater 

than one indicates overestimation of tracking quality in the training period while a value smaller than one 

represents underestimation in the training period. The results from Table 5 suggest that the difference in 

the tracking quality between the training period and the test period is highest in period 1 and it increases 

as the portfolio size increases. This holds for both models. Moreover, in case of regression model most of 
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the ratios in periods 2 and 3 are close to one, except the portfolio size 20, which means the Ridge 

regression model reacts well when the market changes. The TEV model performs effectively in the 

different market phases demonstrated by the ratios getting close to one in periods 2, 3, 4 and 5. The 

tracking quality is underestimated in the training period in periods 1 and 4 while overestimated in periods 

2, 3 and 5, on average, for both models. 

All the minimum values of the ratios are much lower than one, which means that the portfolios in the 

worst case have highly underestimated tracking quality. The TEV model produces more underestimated 

tracking portfolios because of the smaller minimum values. The maximum values indicate that the 

tracking quality is overestimated on average for the regression model, while highly overestimated for the 

TEV model. In the worst case, the TEV model generates the portfolios with tracking quality in the test 

period is two times worse than in training period, for instance occurring in period 3. 

 5.2.2.2 Relative stability of tracking quality 

The absolute stability only suggests the comparison in terms of value but the question of the comparison 

of the relative positions of the tracking portfolios in the two periods is raised. To answer this question, for 

each model, for each time period and for each tracking portfolio size, 1000 tracking portfolios are ranked 

according to their tracking quality in the training period and then based on their tracking quality in the test 

period. After that, the relative stability (RS), which measures the difference between the position of the 

tracking portfolio in the training period and its position in the test period, is computed and reported in 

Table 6. According to section 4.3.2.2, the range of RS is from 0 to 0.25 (from the best case to the worst 

case). The best case is a case in which all tracking portfolios have the positions in the test period as same 

as their position in the training period, while the worst case implies that all portfolios stay at the opposite 

quantile in the test period.  

The relative stability values in Table 6 are smaller than 0.1667 (the random case) so the relative positions 

of all tracking portfolios in the training period are related to their in the test period (See section 4.3.2.2). 

This means that both models have the predictive power, or the tracking quality of the tracking portfolio in 

the test period can be predicted based on its position in the training period. The model has better 

predictability if the relative stability is smaller. Thus, the Ridge regression has less predictive power than 

the TEV model due to higher relative stability values for all cases. The relative positions of the tracking 

portfolios can be predicted with the best ability in the period 1, for both models. The tracking portfolio 

size affects the predictability of both models. Predictability improves as the portfolio size increases but 
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the best prediction belongs to the portfolio size 20 on average. This can be explained by the fact that the 

size of tracking portfolio increases the tracking quality.  

 
Ridge regression 

model TEV model 

Pe
rio

d 
1 

5 0.1200 0.0676 
10 0.1130 0.0652 
15 0.0707 0.0590 
20 0.0845 0.0639 
25 0.1203 0.0580 

Pe
rio

d 
2 

5 0.1274 0.0995 
10 0.1342 0.0904 
15 0.1003 0.0822 
20 0.0843 0.0769 
25 0.0424 0.0610 

Pe
rio

d 
3 

5 0.1387 0.0863 
10 0.1494 0.0911 
15 0.1504 0.0834 
20 0.0941 0.0778 
25 0.1193 0.0788 

Pe
rio

d 
4 

5 0.1228 0.0994 
10 0.1450 0.0926 
15 0.1139 0.0946 
20 0.0967 0.0874 
25 0.1240 0.0919 

Pe
rio

d 
5 

5 0.1315 0.0925 
10 0.1099 0.0938 
15 0.0913 0.0860 
20 0.0900 0.0849 
25 0.1485 0.0822 

Table 6. Relative Stability 

5.4 Summary 

In this chapter, the model selection for the Ridge regression is firstly carried out, by using the cross-

validation method. The low values of the parameter 𝜆 around 10-4 and 10-8 lead to an improvement in the 

tracking quality compared to no or higher values for the parameter 𝜆. Period 1 is influenced the most 

significantly when adjusting the parameter, following by periods 2 and 3. The better tracking quality can 

be achieved by increasing the tracking portfolio size, which holds for all values of parameter and for 

every time period. 
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Then, the Ridge regression and the TEV model are implemented to compute the weighting schemes for 5 

different time periods. For every time period, both models are trained in the training period and then 

evaluated in the test period. The empirical results shows that the Ridge regression trains data better in 

average but predicts superior than TEV model. Additionally, the variance of tracking quality in both the 

training and the test period is kept under control more efficiently in the case of the regression model. The 

portfolio size increases the tracking quality in both the training period and the test period. 

When the market changes, both models produce quite stable tracking quality in terms of the absolute 

value of the tracking quality. However, TEV model reacts better than the Ridge regression model when 

predicting the position of the tracking portfolio. 
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Chapter 6. 

Conclusion 

This final chapter is split into two sections. Firstly, the answers for the initial questions formulated in 

Chapter 1 will be discussed and concluded. Then, the future areas of interest, which could improve upon 

results is discussed, followed by a brief of the application of machine learning in the financial field. 

6.1 Findings & Conclusion 

The machine learning algorithms using for the sample replication produces tracking portfolios, which can 

approximate the performance of the index with lower tracking errors and higher performance consistency. 

Fund managers and researchers choose the type of learning algorithms based on the way of implementing 

the sample replication.  

In literature, the classification algorithms are preferable to apply for asset selection. They include the 

decision tree (see Brennan et al. (1999), Seshadri, (2003) and Sorensen et al. (2000)), the classification 

and regression trees (CART) (see Sorensen, Miller & Ooi (2000)), and Support Vector Machines as well 

(see Huerta et al. (2012) and Yu et al. (2014)). They have been used separately or combined with other 

approaches (the multi-factor model, the optimization model and the principal component analysis) in 

order to determine “good” or “bad” stocks, “over” or “underperforming” stocks. During recent years, 

Support Vector Machines has been commonly applied not on in a real investment framework but also in 

practice, compared to other learning algorithms. In connection with asset weighting the regression 

algorithms, for example linear regression (see Bamberg & Wagner (2000)) and Support Vector 

Regression (see Karlow (2012)), show the most common usage and the good results in terms of portfolio 

performance.  

The regularized regression has been used as the main approach to find sparse portfolios. The 

regularization terms, consisting of the l0, the Lasso, the Ridge and the lp terms, are used in combination 

with the index tracking framework to address the problem of portfolio selection in an easy and effective 
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way. The empirical tests prove the overall good predictive performance and the higher consistency of out-

of-sample performance.  

The OLS regression is considered as an effective and simple method to compute the weighting scheme of 

the tracking portfolio. The question of whether the Ridge regression model, which overcomes the OLS 

regression’s problems, can improve the tracking quality. The empirical analysis to answer this question 

has been carried out on the time series data of the FTSE 100 index in the years 2009 to 2014. The dataset 

was divided into five time periods in order to analyse how the model reacts with different market phases. 

Two models for asset weighting, the Ridge regression and TEV minimization model, have been 

conducted based on tracking portfolios with different portfolio sizes.  

The application of the Ridge regression has shown that the choice of parameter 𝜆 needs to be considered. 

When the value of parameter decreases, the tracking quality reduces and later starts increasing. For every 

time period, the Ridge regression has its own optimal value of parameter. For all values of parameter, the 

tracking error is always highest in period 1, and it in period 4 is not much different from period 5. In 

general, the tracking portfolio replicates the FTSE 100 index better when the portfolio size increases.  

Comparison with the TEV model, the Ridge regression studies data better in periods 1 and 2 but not in 

periods 3 and 4 in terms of the medians of tracking error (RMSE). The tracking portfolios have the lowest 

tracking quality in period 1, which can be caused by the fact that the variance of market is highest in this 

period. In new dataset, the Ridge regression is superior which is demonstrated by lower medians for all 

cases. Moreover, the means suggested that the regression model produced the tracking portfolios, which 

replicate the FTSE 100 index closer in both the training and the testing period. The tracking quality under 

the regression model is more stable than TEV model, for each portfolio size and for every period. In the 

best cases, TEV model generates better tracking portfolio while the regression performs better in the 

worst cases. The tracking quality increases as the portfolio size increases which holds for all cases.  

In terms of the absolute stability of tracking quality, both models showed the highest difference in 

tracking quality between the training and the test period in period 1. The tracking quality in this period is 

underestimated for both cases. What’s more, it was found that both models performed quite stable when 

subject to the changes of stock market. This is demonstrated by the values of absolute stability, which are 

not much different and close to one, for each portfolio size and for each time period (except period 1). 

However, the Ridge regression has less predictability than the TEV model due to higher relative stability. 

This means that the ability to predict the relative position of tracking portfolio in the test period based on 
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its position in the training period is lower for case of the regression model. Besides, the predictive power 

can be improved by increasing the tracking portfolio size.  

Overall, it was found that the Ridge regression using the time series data under certain market conditions 

was able to predict better tracking quality with lower variance and thereby contribute with value when 

tracking the FTSE 100 index. However, the TEV model could predict the relative position of the tracking 

portfolio more effectively than the regression model. The size of tracking portfolio improves not only the 

predictive performance (better tracking quality in the test period) but also the predictive power (in terms 

of predicting the relative position of the tracking portfolio). 

6.2 Future work 

While the thesis was limited to conduct the Ridge regression alone to compute the weighting scheme, it 

would be interesting to incorporate with several frameworks, which are popularly applied in index 

tracking. For example, they consist of the classical Markowitz mean-variance framework, the minmax 

approach, genetic algorithms as well as the tracking error optimization model.  

The regularized regression is mainly applied to solve the problem of portfolio selection, but not to 

compute the weighting scheme. In literature, the regularization techniques suggest more effective and 

stable performance. In addition, the optimized weighting based on optimization approach is the most 

common method to find the optimal weight of the tracking portfolio. An interesting analysis, as discussed 

by Karlow (2012), applies Support Vector Regression in combination with minmax approach and the 

tracking error optimization model, to calculate the weighting scheme. Therefore, the combination of the 

Ridge regression and one of upon approaches can lead to interesting results.  

The Ridge regression in this thesis was able to produce a better tracking portfolio in the time after 

recession, so it also would be interesting to conduct a study in the recession period. Besides, the model 

was analysed during five different time periods in order to evaluate how the model reacts with different 

market phases. It could be conducted in another way by using the entire dataset (all 5 time periods). The 

5-fold cross-validation approach could be applied where 4 out of 5 time periods are always used for 

training and the remaining period for testing. Furthermore, this model has less predictive power, which 

proposes a challenge carried out in the future.  

The applications of machine learning are quickly growing and have already greatly influenced the 

financial industry. Hence, the machine learning algorithms have become a deciding factor on the financial 
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markets in general and on investment management in specific. Many investors, fund managers and 

researchers have implemented them to achieve higher investment performance, but in order to gain more 

profits and lower costs seeking a new methods and applications needs to be continued. In addition to great 

value, machine learning requires a huge resource that has to be taken into account.  

All in all, this master thesis filled a needed research gap in area regarding to capital allocation among the 

chosen subset of assets in sample replication. It provides an alternative way to compute the weighting 

scheme when constructing a tracking portfolio. Although the study has some limitations, it brings a 

practical solution in tracking an index when using artificial intelligence-based tools to non-professional 

investors. The method presented may not be used as is, but it provides some interesting suggestions for 

further research in the future. The research can bring an alternative method based on machine learning 

with more accurate results and higher predictive power.  
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Appendix 1 

The estimated tracking errors for each portfolio size (n = 5, 10, 15, 20, 25) when conducting the cross-

validation for the Ridge regression 

 

Figure 11. Tracking error in Period 2 

Figure 12. Tracking error in Period 3 
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Figure 13. Tracking error in Period 4 

 

 
 

Figure 14. Tracking error in Period 5 
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Appendix 2 

Matlab Codes 

All codes are implemented for period 1. For four other periods the codes are run the same but on different 

dataset. 

2.1 Model Selection 

clc; 
clear all; 
close all; 
 
data=xlsread("data_the2.xlsx");% load index price and stocks prices  
 
period_1=data(1:260,:);  
[m n] = size(period_1); 
t = 65; 
 
for i = 1:m-1 % compute returns 

for j = 1:n 
returns(i,j) = (period_1(i+1,j)-period_1(i,j))/period_1(i,j); 
end 

end 
 
stock = returns(:,2:end);  
[row col] = size(stock); 
 
index = returns(:,1); 
e=[1:10]; 
 
for i=1:10 

C(i)=10^(-1*e(i)); 
end 
 
K = cell([4 1]);% create k folds for cross-validation  
for i=1:4 

K{1} = [1 t-1]; 
K{2} = [t 2*t]; 
K{3} = [2*t+1 3*t]; 
K{4} = [3*t+1 row]; 

end 
 
A=[5:5:25];% number of asset 
MSE_train=[]; 
MSE_test=[]; 
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For i = 1:length(C) % run model with different values of lambda 

c = C(i); 
for j=1:length(A) 

a = A(j); 
x0=1/a*ones(a,1); 
for s = 1:1000 % 1000 random portfolio 

p = randperm(n-1,a); 
stock_p = stock(:,p); 
for k = 1:4 % run on different training sets 
P = K{k}; 
train =[1:P(1)-1 P(2)+1:row]; 
x_train = stock_p(train,:); 
x_test = stock_p(P(1):P(2),:); 
        y_train = index(train); 
        y_test = index(P(1):P(2)); 
         
        % Find weights of assets by the Ridge regression: 
         
        rng default 
        gs = GlobalSearch('Display','final'); 
        options = 
optimoptions('fmincon','Display','off','Algorithm','sqp'); 
        problem.options = options; 
        problem.solver = 'fmincon'; 
        problem.objective = @(w)sum((y_train-
x_train*w).^2)+c*sum(w.^2); 
        problem.lb = zeros(a,1); 
        problem.ub = ones(a,1); 
        problem.Aeq = ones(1,a); 
        problem.beq = [1]; 
        problem.x0=x0; 
        weight=run(gs,problem); 
       
        % Compute tracking quality 
        RMSE_p_train(k) = sqrt(mean((y_train-
x_train*weight).^2))*100; 
        RMSE_p_test(k) = sqrt(mean((y_test-
x_test*weight).^2))*100; 
    end   
    RMSE_c_train(s,j) = mean(RMSE_p_train); 
    RMSE_c_test(s,j) = mean(RMSE_p_test);% tracking quality of 
each portfolio  

    end     
      end 

    RMSE_train = [RMSE_train 
        mean(RMSE_c_train)]; 
    RMSE_test = [RMSE_test 
        mean(RMSE_c_test)]; 

    end 
R = [mean(RMSE_train') 
    mean(RMSE_test')] 
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2.2 TEV model 

clc; 
clear all; 
close all; 
 
data=xlsread("data_the2.xlsx");% load index price and stocks prices  
 
period_1=data(1:260,:);  
[m n] = size(period_1); 
 
for i = 1:m-1 % compute returns 

for j = 1:n 
returns(i,j) = (period_1(i+1,j)-period_1(i,j))/period_1(i,j); 
end 

end 
 
stock = returns(:,2:end);  
[row col] = size(stock); 
 
index = returns(:,1); 
 
t = 195; 
K = (5:5:25); % portfolio with k assets 
MSE_train = zeros(1000,length(K)); 
MSE_test = zeros(1000,length(K)); 
 
for a = 1:length(K) % run model with different value of k 

k = K(a); 
for p = 1:1000 % select 1000 portfolio randomly 

P = randperm(n-1,k); 
x_train = stock(1:t,P); 
x_test = stock(t+1:end,P); 
y_train = index(1:t); 
y_test = index(t+1:end); 
% Find the weights of assets (tracking error optimization model) by 
% minimizing TEV 
w= optimvar('w',[k,1],'Type','integer','LowerBound',0,'UpperBound',1); 
objec = mean((y_train-x_train*w-mean(y_train)+mean(x_train*w)).^2); 
prob = optimproblem('Objective',objec); 
prob.Constraints.cons = sum(w) == 1; 
 
problem = prob2struct(prob); 
weight = quadprog(problem); 
 
% Compute tracking quality 
MSE_train(p,a) = mean((y_train-x_train*weight).^2); 
MSE_test(p,a) = mean((y_test-x_test*weight).^2);  

  end     
end 
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RMSE_train = sqrt(MSE_train)*100; 
RMSE_test = sqrt(MSE_test)*100; 
 
%% Stability level 
 
ab_stability = absolute(RMSE_train,RMSE_test);% absolute stabilty 
 
ab_sta = [median(ab_stability) 
    max(ab_stability) 
    min(ab_stability)] 
 
c1 = cell([1 5]); 
for i=1:5 
    c{i} = [RMSE_train(:,i) RMSE_test(:,i)]; 
end 
 
for i=1:5 % compute relative stability by function relative 
    rel_stability(i) = relative(c{i}); 
end 
 
%% Display result 
A=[median(RMSE_train) 
   median(RMSE_test) 
   mean(RMSE_train) 
   mean(RMSE_test) 
    std(RMSE_train) 
    std(RMSE_test) 
    max(RMSE_train) 
    max(RMSE_test) 
    min(RMSE_train) 
    min(RMSE_test)] 
 

2.3 The Ridge regression model 

clc; 
clear all; 
close all; 
 
data=xlsread("data_the2.xlsx");% load index price and stocks prices  
 
period_1=data(1:260,:);  
[m n] = size(period_1); 
 
for i = 1:m-1 % compute returns 

for j = 1:n 
returns(i,j) = (period_1(i+1,j)-period_1(i,j))/period_1(i,j); 
end 

end 
 
stock = returns(:,2:end);  
[row col] = size(stock); 
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index = returns(:,1); 
 
t = 195;   
K = (5:5:25); % portfolio with k assets 
MSE_train = zeros(1000,length(K)); 
MSE_test = zeros(1000,length(K)); 
 
for a = 1:length(K) % run model with different value of k 

k = K(a); 
x0=1/k*ones(k,1); 
for p = 1:1000 % select 1000 portfolio randomly 

P = randperm(n-1,k); 
x_train = stock(1:t,P); 
x_test = stock(t+1:end,P); 
y_train = index(1:t); 
y_test = index(t+1:end); 
% Find the weights of assets  
rng default 
gs = GlobalSearch('Display','final'); 
options = optimoptions('fmincon','Display','off','Algorithm','sqp'); 
problem.options = options; 
problem.solver = 'fmincon'; 
problem.objective = @(w)sum((y_train-x_train*w).^2)+10^(-8)*sum(w.^2); 
problem.lb = zeros(k,1); 
problem.ub = ones(k,1); 
problem.Aeq = ones(1,k); 
problem.beq = [1]; 
problem.x0=x0; 
weight=run(gs,problem); 
 
% Compute tracking quality 
MSE_train(p,a) = mean((y_train-x_train*weight).^2); 
MSE_test(p,a) = mean((y_test-x_test*weight).^2); 

end 
end 
RMSE_train = sqrt(MSE_train)*100; 
RMSE_test = sqrt(MSE_test)*100; 
 
%% Stability level 
ab_stability = absolute(RMSE_train,RMSE_test);% absolute stabilty 
 
ab_sta =[median(ab_stability) 
max(ab_stability) 
min(ab_stability)] 
 
c1 = cell([1 5]); 
for i=1:5 
    c{i} = [RMSE_train(:,i) RMSE_test(:,i)]; 
end 
 
for i=1:5 % compute relative stability by function relative 
    rel_stability(i) = relative(c{i}); 
end 
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%% Display result 
A=[median(RMSE_train) 
   median(RMSE_test) 
   mean(RMSE_train) 
   mean(RMSE_test) 
    std(RMSE_train) 
    std(RMSE_test) 
    max(RMSE_train) 
    max(RMSE_test) 
    min(RMSE_train) 
    min(RMSE_test)] 
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